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EMPEROR WORSHIP AND ITS RELATION TO CHRISTIANITY AND JUDAISM
I. Introduction
A. Purpose of this Thesis.
The purpose of this study is to set forth in the light
of an historical survey, the complex relationship which existed
between the worship of Roman Emperors and the Jewish and Christian
faiths. For an adequate study of this problem it becomes necessary
to review the backgrounds of the three religions involved. More-
over, the fusion of the religious with the political ambitions of
Rome, will be recognized as playing an important role in the princi-
ple of Empire.
This thesis will also attempt to show why Judaism and
Christianity came into collision with the Roman State; why the Jews
suffered even though they were by Imperial decree exempt from Em-
peror Worship; and why Christians suffered first persecution and
later prosecution because of the "Name". Likewise, will the effort
be made to show how the forces of history tended to focus a hostile
light upon the religious ideals and hopes of the first century
Christians and Jews. In a similar manner will the effort also be
made to show, at least from the point of view of the Christian, that
Cod in the face of hostile designs, is yet the moral and spiritual
poiver behind history, and behind the destiny of all nations; and that
in due time his righteous will must hold absolute sway.
B. The value of such a study.
The value of such a study will be found not only in the
relationship which existed between the Roman Government and the
Jewish and Christian faith, but also in the light of one of our own
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modern and perplexing problems, namely: the relation of the Church
to the State. It will be shorn that the problems which the first
century Christians faced are essentially the same problems the
Church faces today, the chief difference being that the centuries
with their veneer of apparent culture have tended to sublimate them.
But each age has its own crisis or crises: each age is a witness to
the continued struggle between the kingdom of evil and the kingdom
of righteousness. The theory here set forth alms to show that even
though we are free from the terrors of an Imperial noman Beast, we
are nevertheless brought face to face with the Beasts of Political,
Social, Industrial, Economic, Moral, and Religious corruption. The
value then of such a study will be found in the conclusions arrived
at, whether the religious conscience should be subservient to the
State, or free to think and worship apart from political or nation-
al requirements.
Another value derived from this study will be the importance
given to the Historical point of view. Each of the three powers
involved, Rome, Judaism, and Christianity, must be viewed in the setting
of the first century: to remove them, or interpret them in the light
of our own standards, would be to miss their significance altogether.
Their own light must illumine the relationships as they existed; and
whatever conclusions are drawn for modern applications, must be drawn
from the eternal truth which the ancient relationship by its own
light reveals. And in addition to the value revealed as the result
of a purely historical approach, the effort will be made to show in
a more clear and striking manner, the great faith which motivated and
inspired the early church. Indeed, any conscientious survey of first
*.
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century Christianity in its relation to the current religious and
political emphases, could hardly be utterly void of resultant value.
C. Sources of information.
The chief sources of information for this study will be
the literature contemporary with the age under discussion. Natur-
ally the New Testament and the book of Kev elation in particular,
will be of utmost importance. Likewise, the works of Seutonius,
u io Cassius, Josephus, Pliny, and Tacitus will receive consideration.
In addition to these writers the large body of literature such as
Church Histories, Commentaries, and special articles, much of which
has come into being within the past forty years, will be drawn from.
There is no special volume of which I am aware that deals
with the special subject of this thesis. Hence it becomes necessary
to break what might be termed ’new ground 1
,
or at least point out
with greater clarity, distinctions already made or understood. No
century is a subject of greater debate than the first century; and
if any additional light will be thrown upon that century because of
this study, the efforts set forth herein will not be in vain. The
literature of this field of research is particularly large, and the
volumes here offered in the bibliography, represent the best possible
sources for the thesis.
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II. Rise and Development of a State Religion in the Roman Empire.
a. The Religious aspect of the Empire at the time of the
accession of Caesar Augustus.
I. Pure Roman Religion.
The indigenous religion of the Roman people was in-
adequate to meet the needs of the empire when Caesar Augustus
came into authority. Indeed, the native religion had long ceased
to function as a moral and spiritual stabilizer, or as a power to
produce loyalty and patriotism. This failure can be accounted for
when one remembers that Roman religion was primarily one of the
hearth and home. Thus, when Rome began to push out her frontiers,
and enlarge her jurisdiction, she found that her native gods
were far too inadequate to meet the needs of a rapidly expanding
empire. Moreover, the newly conquered territories had many gods
to offer, and Rome, because of the local color of her gods, fell
a prey to the more universal deities of her conquests. With the
return of each triumphant Roman legion there was introduced into
the republic and subsequently into the empire, some new form of
worship, some new object of faith, some new deity. Rome's power
to absorb every new religion is a sad commentary on the inherent
worth of the religion which was native to her own life. When
Caesar Augustus became emperor the empire represented a multipli-
city of gods, the vast majority of which were of foreign extraction.
But a word should be said about the nature of pure
Roman religion, so that its inadequacy may easily be grasped. Ward
Fowler says: "The Roman objects of worship were spiritual powers
(numina, in the Latin tongue); they were beings whose undefined
nature made them very hard to invoke with certainty or security,
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a fact -which in the history of this religion gave rise to an elabo-
rate priestly system of invocation." 1 * The early Latin sav; no need
to personalize the powers by which he was surrounded, but he did
see the necessity of performing certain rites in order that his mo-
ral and physical status might not suffer because of his indiffer-
ence and failure to appease the gods. "It was on the legal side
of it a contract religion. Certain things must be done or left un-
done to keep the peace (pax) between the two parties—and they
must be done according to rule. The rights of the ’powers 1 must be
recognized in any human undertaking. It was not legally proper to
clear a piece of woodland without asking permission from the wood
spirits." 2 * "It took twelve gods to get a field ploughed, planted,
harvested and the grain marketed, forth-three properly to bring up
a child, three to open a door— the cupboard shelves must have been
full of them.” 3. Thus the early Latins, before the rise of the em-
pire, followed their rituals and invocations, but with no clear-cut
notions of the deities whom they worshipped. ‘This lack of a sure
note in their religion made it easy for other gods to gain a place,
or, as Fowler again says: "Had they been as personally conceived as
we are apt to suppose, we may be sure that they would not have been
superseded and absorbed by Greek and other deities."4. From this
precarious position the Latins reorganized their religious approach
to life, and during the latter years of the Republic, there had come
into being a rather ccmplete system of national gods. Just when this
change occurred is uncertain, but we may be sure that what the Roman
did, was to make the most popular of his household gods over into
1. Fowler. ERE Vol.X, p.823.
2. Atkins. Proc. of the Gods. p.386
3. Ibiu. p. 374.
4. Fowler. ERE Vol.X, p.823.
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national gods. The ever-widening circle of Roman authority
made it necessary to produce like changes in the religious life.
"Jupiter holds the first place, and is called Optimus Maximus,
and the next comes Mars, who (with ^uirinus) is the god of war.
Janus, after whom the first month of our year is named, is the
0 god of opening, the old Roman god of the door at the entrance
of the house. The last of these larger gods of the early days
was Vesta, originally the goddes of the family hearth and latterly
the guardian of the state hearth."
1,
'Thus we can see the pilgrimage of the household gods from
the family hearth to the state altars. Here the Roman with his
strong sense of duty, and in religious matters, a formal obliga-
tion, fulfilled in official capacity the rites and ceremonies,
which were looked upon as essential to his well-being. Moreover,
there was mingled with his forms of worship many of the gods of
Greece. "The early Roman religion passes over into the polytheism
with which we are so familiar through the influence of Greek litera-
ture which captured the Roman mind when the still vague divinities
of Latin faith ?/ere ripe for transformation." 2 * The Roman still
retained the Lares, or ancestral spirits who guarded the household;
the Penates stood watch over the storerooms; the Manes with true
benevolence looked with favor upon all the people; the man still
) possessed his protecting divinity. .his genius, and the woman looked
as of old to Juno for the help she stood ready to give. Thus, dur-
P ing the years of the Republic which lasted from B.C. 509 to 27, Roman
religion with a mixture of Greek gods, and a slight blending of
oriental deities, made its pilgrimage to the gates of the empire.
1. Soper, Religions of Mankind.p.l22.
2. Atkins. Proc. of the Gods, p.382.
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It would, be impossible to include within the ccrapass of
this thesis a full survey of ^oman religion during the days of
the .Republic. The many festivals, official priesthoods, the
special offices such as the Flamens, the ^ugura, the Arval bro-
thers who regularly invoked the goddess of the soil, the Luperci
who observed their regular sacrifice of goats to their own speci-
fic god, and the Pontifex who officially represented the Republic,
are all studies in themselves, and cannot be handled exhaustively
here. It is, however, essential to point out that Roman religion
in the last two centuries, and especially the last century of the
Republic, 100 to 27 B.C., was a sterile and meaningless formalism.
Or as Fowler remarks: "Thus when the Republic came to an end,
all real life, all incentive to dutiful conduct, all unifying in-
fluence, had departed from the religion of the Romans, and all
honesty of purpose, all genuine belief in its efficacy had vanished
from the minds of those who were intrusted with the supervision of it." 1 *
The Roman did not look upon religion in its metaphysical
aspect; he was rather concerned with the practical results of
religion. It was because of this that the Roman Church at a
later date left such questions as the divine Logos, ana the double
nature of Christ for the Greek and the Alexandrine Church to set-
tle. At the same time the Roman did not find all that was essen-
tial to his religious welfare, or the promptings of his conscience,
when he borrowed the artistic and poetic qualities of the Greek
gods. The fact that Roman religion imposed a responsibility upon
her peoples, produced a most worthy attitude: in short, it gave
the Roman a feeling of moral obligation, such as the Greek mytho-
logies could not do. One may ask then, what contribution did pure
1. Fowler. ERL. Vol.X. p.838
*'
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Roman religion make to the state religion as revived and added
to by Caesar Augustus? At least three aspects of the old Roman
religion found their way into the life of the empire. First,
the religion of the hearth and home; second, the great reverence
* which had been accorded Jupiter; third, the belief that a certain
spirit or Genius guided the destiny of all men, and especially
those who were leaders of the people. The religion of the hearth
and the home "was the primitive basis of Latin social organization,
and so continued, even when imperial roads led from the golden
milestone to the last frontiers of civilization.” 1 * The reverence
which the Romans had for Jupiter made it possible for them to make
the step from v/orship of him to the worship or adoration of Caesar,
"....he became more than anyone the incarnation of the power and
majesty of the state. His worship fostered a growing sense of
nationality, and created among his worshippers a puissant conscious-
ness of unity. ’He was supreme god, a Power, if not actually a
Person, who presided over the league of Latin cities and held them
together by the strong moral bond of good faith, and the religious
bond of a sacramental meal.’ " 2# Finally, the idea of a man’s
Genius, a power which was considered as capable of continuing the
life of a family in a procreative sense, did much to place the
statue of Julius Caesar, and subsequent emperors, on a par with
the divinities which found acceptance in Rome. "One did not
worship Caesar—only his Genius. If one worships the Genius of
Caesar "dead and turned to clay" among the shades—surely a devout
action—one can also worship the Genius of a very much alive
Caesar." 3, Thus we see that the finest religious impulses and mo-
tives of the Republic were refocused and reorganized when Caesar
1. Atkins. Proc. of the Gods, p.370 £. Ibid. p.382 3. Ibid, p.396.
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Augustus sought to establish a strong state religion in the em-
pire. Rome not only revamped the religions of her conquered
peoples to suit her need, but her own religion also. Augustus
attempted to make the religious Nile of the empire to flow back-
wards, so that the broken and scattered streams of the early
empire’s religious delta, would once again unite into a single
river of spiritual unity, enrichment, loyalty, and patriotism.
The old religion of the hearth ana the home, of Jupiter as an
incarnat ion of the national religious life of the people, and
of the Genius of every pater-familias, aided Augustus when he
sought to bring about ’’the most remarkable event in the history
of Roman religion.” 1. This ’remarkable event* was the estab-
lishment of Emperor Worship, and particularly so because this
form of worship ’’was foreign to Rome and Roman ideas, for the
true Roman conception of the divine, was quite inconsis-
tent with the cult of living human beings...”
2.
At this point
it becomes necessary to pass to the next division, so that a
clearer grasp may be had of why Rome permitted her emperors to
be worshipped and put on a par with gods. The answer to
this question is not veiled in mystery, for it must be remem-
bered that when ”Rome conquered the East.... the East followed
the legions back and shared their triumphs.” 3
1. Fowler. ERE. Vol. X. p.839
2. Ibid. P.839
3. Atkins. Proc. of the Gods, p.394
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2. The Oriental and Mystery Religions come to Home.
When Caesar Augustus had established himself, by sanction
of the Homan Senate, as the head of the empire, he at once
sought to set into action those movements which would unify and
* intergrate his vast domains. To do this, Augustus turned for
help to the religious forces which he saw about him; he "gradu-
ally came to understand that the only healing medicine he could
prescribe for the state was not so much of a political as of a
moral and religious nature." 1 * Because of this Augustus acted
with favor toward all those religions which would assist him in
making the empire one of peace, progress, and unity. The most
striking innovation which Augustus introduced was the establish-
ment of an Imperial Cult. 'This organization received the sanc-
tion of the Benate, and had for its purpose the propagation of
the doctrine that the emperors were divine, that they were wor-
thy of adoration, ana that out of allegiance to them there
would be born in the empire a new type of loyalty and patriotism.
The question at once confronts us: what influence caused Augus-
tus to adopt this new cultus when in so doing he was acting in
direct opposition to the old national religion of Rome? For a
partial answer to this question (more complete reasons will be
given later) we must turn to the great influx of Oriental and
Mystery religions, and seek to find in them reasons which would
make it legitimate to deify the emperors of Rome.
I One may safely say with Franz Cumont, "All the Oriental
religions assumed the form of mysteries." 2. The meaning of the
term "mystery" should be set forth, so that a fair grasp of its
significance may be had. Cheetham says: "The word Mystery was
1. Fowler. AHA. Vol. X. p.839
2. Cumont. Oriental Religions in Roman Paganism. p. 205.
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the name of a religious society founded, not on citizenship or
on kindred, but on the choice of its members, for the practice
of rites by which, it v;as believed, their happiness might be
promoted both in this world and the next." 1. Moreover, these
mystery religions came at a time when the West needed a gospel
of hope. It has been pointed out that at the beginning of the
empire, the religious life of the people was sterile and mean-
ingless, and even though the revival of the state cults by
•
Augustus did tend to stimulate the people to greater loyalty,
they nevertheless needed something in the nature of religion
which would give them hope, comfort, and a promise of better
things to come. Thus along with the religious revival by
Augustus came the religions of the East, although it must be
remembered that these Oriental faiths found greater expression
in the empire in the centuries following Augustus, than they
did during his time. Roman deities, however, were vague and
impersonal, whereas the deities of the Greeks were personal and
charming. "The Greek made his gods bright and human, illumined
religion with poetry, art and imagination and in his monents of
supreme insight found the road to God through his own vision of
an eternal excellence. Rome did none of these things. She bor-
rowed most of her gods, and the mythology that went with them." 2 *
When Aome began to personalize her gods, she unconsciously laid
the foundations for the deification of her emperors, 'jfhuswe
find in the Oriental and Mystery religions which came to Rome,
an element of universality, i.e., the gods of the East were not
1. Cheetham. The Mysteries Pagan and Christian, p.40.
2 • Atkins* Proc. of the uods. p.380.
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limited by national boundaries or local centers, they were as much
at home in ^ome as they were in the place out of which they rose;
secondly, they came with clearly conceived ideas of deity, a fact
which is foreign to Roman religion, a third point of great sig-
nificance is the spiritual emphasis which these Eastern cults rep-
resented. This was not true of Oriental religion in its origin,
but by the middle of the first century j±, D.
,
it presented a chal-
lenge which could not be denied. Professor Seeberg of the Uni-
versity of Berlin says at this point: "Although the Hellenistic
Mystery religion— the cults of Attis, Isis, Osiris, and Mithras
—
began as gross and fetishistic nature religions, they developed
into faiths in which the primitive elements were gradually spir-
itualized, and as opposed to the juristic character of the
religion of Rome and the aesthetic character of the religion of
Greece, they attracted in a time of decadence, scepticism, and
mysticism, large numbers by their gorgeous ritual, the magic
spell of their Mysteries, their demand for an ascetic life, the
blissfulness of the ecstatic state, and their promise of deli-
verance and immortal ity.”l» Rome had the power to subdue the
East, but Rome could not prevent the East from following her le-
gions back where in the very seat of authority, the vassal Orient
laid the foundation for a greater victory than any of those
accomplished by Roman arms*
'The first foreign deity ever to be welcomed in Rome was
the Great Mother (Magna Mater) of Pes sinus in Asia Minor. Her
coming was the direct result of foreign influence which by 200 B.C.
had established itself in Rome. The armies of the Republic had
suffered reversals by the armies of Carthage under the leadership
of Hannibal; the situation was none too favorable, so
1. Carl Clemen. Religions of the World, p. 340
.*
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Rome entertained the proposition advanced by Asian Sibyls who
had made their way to the city that "the enemy would be driven
from Italy if the Great Mother of Ida could be brought to Rome*” 1 *
So to Rome the Great Mother came,” ..* carried by the most es-
teemed matrons to the Palatine, where, hailed by the cheers of
the multitude and surrounded by fumes of incense, it was solemn-
ly installed (Nones of April, 204 B.C.)." 2, The Great Mother
came in the foim of a "black aerolite" 3 *; and when success came
to the armies of Rome, the senate by offical decree, gave "the
strange goddess a home on the Palatine, hard by the shrine of
Apollo". 4, For a century after her arrival no Roman was ever
allowed to act as a priest of her cult, "but towards the end of
the Republic the goddess had captured all imaginations, and her
priests and symbols meet us in all the poets of the great age." 5.
Little did Rome realize that when she offered her hospitality to
the cults of the East, she also gave sanction to the most pecu-
liar religious status the world has ever witnessed. The Great
Mother continued as a force for six centuries after her admit-
tance; "Augustus restored her temple"* 6, the Flavians, especially
Vespasian acted with favor toward her; and at the "end of the
fourth century the Great Mother and Mithra were in the van of the
pagan resistance to the religious revolution of Theodosius and
his sons." 7.
It would be fair to ask, what relation does the admittance
of the Great Mother have upon the subject of this thesis? The
relationship is not to be found upon the surface, but rather in
the fact that Rome, with her legal-religious mind, had dared test
the worth of a foreign deity. The trial proved a success, and
1. Franz Cumont. Oriental Reis. p.46. 2. Ibid. p. 47. 3. Ibid. p. 47
4. Samuel Dill. Roman Society. p.548. 5. Ibid. p.548. 6. Ib id. p.548.
7. Ib id. p.549.
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thereafter Rome did not have so many scruples when a foreign god
or goddess knocked at her gates. Moreover, there came to Rome the
realization that gods might be more than national figures, and
that religion might be more than -che chance product of geographi-
* cal necessity. It is true that the gods of the Orient were not
primarily of universal nature, but the success of a Magna Mater
helped to convince the Romans that the gods of one country might
look with favor upon the destinies of another. This fact is of
great significance when one remembers that the star of the empire
was beginning to shoot its rays above the horizon, and that when
it did rise, it required a common religion to hold such a vast do-
main together. That one common religious bond of the Roman Bmp ire
found expression in the official establishment of the Imperial Cult.
another religion which appeared as favorable to Caesar ism
was that of the Persian Mithra. Dill thinks that "there may have
been humble worshippers of Mithra at Rome or Puteoli even in the
days of Julius Caesar." 1, But regardless of the exact time of
Mithra* s arrival in Rome, we may be sure that the worship of him
became a recognized policy of state. He was looked upon as "the
radiant god who seems to emerge from the rocky summits of eastern
mountains at dawn, who careers through heaven with, a team of four
white horses; yet he is not sun or moon or any star, but a spirit
of light, ever wakeful, watching with a thousand eyes, whom nothing
can escape and nothing deceive. And so, while he gives warmth and
increase to the earth, the health and wealth to men, he is also
from the beginning a moral power. He confers wisdom and honour
and a clear conscience and concord. He wages a truceless war with
the evil powers of darkenss, and guards his faithful soldiers against
1. Samuel Dill. Roman society, p. o90.
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the craft of the enemy. He is the friend and the consoler of
the poor; he is the mediator between earth and heaven; he is
the lord of the world to cone.'' 1 * Mithraism owes much of its
success at Rome to the favor paid it by the aristocracy, and by
* the emperors. Heliolatry lent its support to the "growing abso-
lutism and the worship of the Caesars." 2 * It is true that
Augustus did not permit the erection of any temples devoted to
worship of himself within the boundaries of Rome, yet he did
sanction temples in his honour throughout the provinces, and in
many of the towns of Italy. But when we come to Caligula and
Nero, we find emperors who are drawing on the religion of Mithra
to strengthen their positions, "...the Sun, the monarch of the
heavens, often identified with Mithra, was regarded as the spe-
cial patron of kings, enduing them with irresistible power, and
guarding their lofty aestiny." 3, It was because of this that
"Caligula and Nero had altars raised to them as solar deities,
and Tiridates offered to Nero the adoration due to Mithra;
From the reign of Nero, the imperial crown with darting rays,
symbolized the solar ancestry of the prince."4.
Thus we see a religion of legendary origin, travelling
westward from Persia, to the seat of Roman power, with an encour-
aging sanction that justified and supported the worship of the
Caesars. Religions which were ancient, when the seven hills of
Rome were yet in the midst of a wilderness, smiled upon the es-
* tablishment of Caesar worship, and upon the corona radiata which
adorned the head of Nero.
1. Samuel Dill. Roman Society. p.587.
3. Ibid. p. 617 4. Ibid. p. 617
2. Ibid. p. 615
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Egypt also contributed its share toward the religious life
of Home; Osiris, Isis, and Serapis being the most representa-
tive of the Egyptian divinities. Dill says at this point; "There
was probably a temple of Serapis at Puteoli as early as 150 B.C.,
and the old temple of Isis at Pompeii, which was thrown down by
the earthquake of 63 a.D.
,
may probably be referred to the year
105 B.C." 1 * The cult of Isis enjoyed great popularity in Home,
so much so that in 42 B.C.
,
"The triumvirs had to conciliate pub-
lic feeling by erecting a temple of Isis*" 2 * And during the years
which followed this popularity grew. Lucan, during the time of
Nero spoke of "Isis deities of all the world." 5 * It was because
of such influences as these that the religious life of the Roman
Empire underwent such a great upheaval. The inner monotheism of
the Egyptian deities, ana their appeal to the ascetic purity,
along with the hope for immortality, helped to change in a most
striking manner, the religious outlook of the Roman people. It
is not too much to say that "Isis and Serapis, along with Mithra,
were preparing the Western world for the religion which was to
appease the long travail of humanity by a more perfect vision of
the divine."4, Rome, during the days of the Empire, was flooded
with cults of every type and nature; it was surely an age of re-
lit ion. Augustus Caesar realized this when he became emperor;
and he also realized that the empire could not achieve its unity
if it catered to all the cults represented within its borders.
Consequently one may say with Angus: "The Imperial Cult was Rome's
endeavor to supply to her empire a universal religion as political
1. Dill. Homan Society, p.563. 2. Ibid, p.565. 3. Ibid. p.568.
4. Ibid. p.574.
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as was her own religion."
1,
The universal aspect of the Egyptian
deities, and the favor they enjoyed in Rome, doubtless had some
influence in showing the need for a religion which would take in
the farthest ends of the empire.
Along with the religious syncretism of the latter part of
the first century B.C., and the first century A.D. , a time when
religious sentiment was in a state of flux, the empire experienced
a revival of the age-old custom of paying divine honors to the
ruling kind or monarch. This, as has been pointed out, was not
native to pure Roman religion, but it was a custom of long dura-
tion in the countries east of Rome. So let us turn frcm the
study of the various religions which came to the Imperial City,
and look more closely at the ancient form of worship which con-
sidered Alexander the Great as divine, and subsequently the em-
perors of Rome in the same light. The adoption of this form of
worship by the state reveals the fact, that Caesar Augustus had a
prevision of what would be essential to the welfare of the empire.
The early empire was pregnant with ideas which found their reali-
zation and completion, when Constantine, the first Christian em-
peror, espoused the cause of the cross. "Universal citizenship,
universal equality, universal religion, a universal church, all
were ideas which the empire was slowly working out, but which it
could not realize till it merged itself with Christianity. "2
•
Augustus turned to the past for his universal religion, and in
* so doing, he erected a barrier which for over three centuries was
to dealy the ultimate triumph of a universal religion which found
its birth in his empire and during his reign.
1. Angus. The Environment of ^arly Xty. p.88.
2. Ramsay. The church in the Roman Empire, p.192.
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B. The attitude of ^ome toward foreign religions.
The attitude of Rome toward foreign religions represents a
gradual development toward benevolent toleration. During the days of
antiquity the old Roman was taught to look upon his gods with
jealous care; and "not only was he free from obligation to the
gods of other lands, but he was forbidden to worship them." 4 *
On the other hand, Rome forbade the foreigners within her borders
"to join in the national worship of their temporary home " 2#
It was necessary, however, that these people of foreign extrac-
tion have some sort of worship, so Rome granted the right to
those "domiciled in the land (metoeci, incolae) to practice
their alien religion," 3 *
Yifhen we come to the days of the empire, we do not find
many drastic changes in the ancient attitude. It was the cus-
tom of the emperors to allow their conquered subjects "tQ retain
their own religions without adding the Roman,"4 * But with the
establishment of Emperor Worship as a state policy, Rome had to
make some changes in her attitude toward foreign religions.
The establishment of a "universal empire needed also a universal
religion, and only in the worship of the state, personified in
the emperor, could all subjects except Jews and Christians eager-
ly join," 0 * It was no trouble for a pagan to add a ruling emper-
or to his list of gods, nor did he have any scruples when the
worship was impressed upon him. The Jew, however, stood in
another light. Rome recognized the claims of the Jews and ex-
cused them from this worship. "At the time of the woman conquest,
the Jews could show the pro-consuls charters, in which their exis-
tence was recognized, and various privileges specially accorded
1. Duchesne. The Early Hist. of the Xn. Chap.73. 2. Ibid. p. 73
3. Ibid. p. 73* 4. Beckwick. Apco.of John p.200. 5. Ibid. p. 200
'« k
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them, as to 3abb&th observance, oaths, and military service. The
Romans recognized all this. And even in places where such charters
were non-existent, particularly in Rome, they adhered to the gener-
ally accepted procedure as to alien rites, and left the Jews unmo-
lested.” 1 * But if it became known that a Jew was also a Roman
citizen, then complications of serious nature arose. This situa-
tion came to pass in many instances, and the natural consequence
was that Rome demanded allegiance to the state in a wholehearted
manner because of the citizenship. It was because of this that
under Tiberius many Jews were "pressed into the unhealthy army
of Sardinia, or turned out of Italy."
2,
Again, if a ^oman were
to become converted to Judaism, he was then considered to have
"renounced his allegiance to the city of Rome; he was an apos-
tate, a traitor.
"
s * Rome used religion primarily for political
ends, and it was because of this that Rome's attitude toward
religion assumed the nature of a stern, legal, and formal procedure.
The attitude of Rome toward Christianity is based on this
same legal basis. Aside from political significance, Rome had
no charge to make against the Christians. It was not religion
but political intrigue which ever kept the authorities of Rome
alert to the welfare of the state. The charge brought against
the Christians, and also against the .Druids, was! "..both main-
tained an extra- Imper ial unity, and were proscribed on political,
not religious grounds."4. Tor this reason "Trajan refused to per-
mit an organization of 150 firemen in Nicomedeia, or to allow a
few poor people .to improve their fare by dining in company, on
the express grounds that such organizations involved political
danger. "•
1. Duchesne. The Rarly Hist. of the An. Church. p.76. 2. Ibid. p. 77.
3. Ibid. p. 77. 4. Ramsay. Church in Rom. Hmp.p.3o4. 5. Ibid. p.358.

It must, however, be remembered that Christianity was
younger than the established state religion, and even though
Home did not molest the religious life of her conquered subjects,
she nevertheless watched with great diligence the rise of an or-
ganization or religion within her borders. The Homan with his
love for tradition could not be expected to smile upon a reli-
gion so new and untried as Christianity appeared to be. And yet
it was not until late in the first century a.D. that Rome dis-
tinguished Christians from Jews. Duchesne says at this point:
MWe are told, though indeed, on rather late authority, that Titus
had grasped the difference between the two religions, and that
when he decided to burn the Temple at Jerusalem, he hoped to ex-
terminate both part ies. "*•• But the fact that Titus thought he
could blot out Christianity by burning the Temple, proves that
he did not know the nature of the Christian*s faith. "Christi-
anity on the other hand, became a proscribed religion (religio
illicita), as soon as the Romans grasped the characteristics
which differentiated it from Judaism*" 2 * Just when the Romans
did make this distinction is uncertain, but to approximate the
date and the consequent legal persecution of the Christians, is
one of the major themes of this papers.
Rome was tolerant toward the many religions within her
frontiers; her toleration "allowed subject peoples to continue
their ancestral worship, the Hebrew and the Druid both sacri-
ficed beneath the sovereignty of the Imperial Bagles. An inevi-
table blending of cults and faiths followed. An Egyptian could
find his gods in Rome, a Homan his on the Nile." * The main
1* Duchesne. The Early Hist, of the Christian Church p. 79.
2. Ibid. p. 78. 3. Atkins. Proc. of the Gods, p.399.

thesis, however, of this paper is to show the relationship be-
tween the State Religion of Rome, and the two greatest reli-
gions of the East, namely: Judaism and Christianity. From
this point onward the discussion will center itself about the
rise of Emperor Worship, with its historical background, and
the relation it sustained to Judaism and Christianity.
\
C. The Historical Background of the Opotheosis of
Human Beings.
The is possibly no phase of religion which has an older
record than that type of worship which looked upon men as divine.
Professor Albert Schott of Bonn says: " ...some rulers of the
third millenium claimed equality with the gods, and other even
asserted their right to be called gods; .... Naramsin of ^.ccad,
a king of Semitic lineage (of the twenty-srvth centum B.C.),
who had received a mightv empire frcm his predecessors, was the
first who wrote his name with the divine svmbol and numer-
ous rulers of the twenty-second and twenty-first centuries did
the sarrie."^* It is also probable, according to Professor Schott
that these ancient Babylonians "believed that the personality of
a king either in his. lifetime or after his death, could be immor-
talized in a statue, and if gifts were offered to these statues
in the temple, they would have life infused into them." 5 * Thus
we find in the most primitive and ancient religions a prototype,
or at least a willingness on the part of men to worship their
rulers. li»hen Domitian became emperor of the Roman Empire (81-96
a. D.
)
,
and claimed for his title T deus et dominus’, he unknow-
ingly paid homage to an ancient and superstitious custom.
In the religion of the Greeks man was looked upon as
possessing a certain ’orenda’ or ’daimon’, a "more or less
shadowy kind of personality.
"
5)
* This ’orenda’ which is very
similar to the Roman ’Genius ’ was supposed to manifest itself
in varying degrees among men. "The king’s ’daimon 1 was speci-
ally potent; ....and in virtue of his strong ’orenda’ the king
was a sacred person; he was beloved and nourished by Zeus, it
1. Clemen. Religions of the world. p. 44. 2.Ibid.p.44
3. Ibid. p. 172
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was through his power that the nation increased in strength."
1
*
Again, the Greek literature which set forth the relations
of men with the gods, helped pave the way for the apotheosis of
human beings. "The ancient heroes, as Homer tells us by a num-
^ ber of recurring epithets, were very much like gods to look at.
And not only could the divine come to earth, but the legends
knew of men becoming gods. "2. Hesiod remarks in his works and
'Z
pays : "From one origin are begotten gods and mortal men."'-'*
And in Pindar we find an echo of this same principle: "There
is one self-same race of men ana gods; and from one s Ingle Moth-
er have we both the breath of life; only faculties altogether
diverse distinguish us; since man is a thing of nought, and
those have brazen heaven for a sure abiding home. And yet we
have some likeness, either by greatness of sour or by fashion
of body, to the Deathless Ones."4 * Consequently we find in all
Greek literature a greater familiarity between men and gods than
we do in any other writings which have come down to us. The dis-
position of the Greek was to personalize his gods, and to elevate
his heroes to a plane of equality with divinity. "The Greek was
not satisfied to leave the superhuman beings whose presence he
divined in the operations of nature, and whose legends he learnt
as a child, in a mystical haze, as vast powers of shadowy and un-
certain outlines; his mind loved the light of day; he early want-
ed to know exactly what these beings looked like, what definite
^ things they had done, in what relations of kinship they stood to
each other and himself. Hence it was that the gods of the Greek
began to be anthropomorphic in a peculiar sense." 5 *
1. Clemen. Religions of the Y<orld.p.l72. 2. Bevan,ERERE.
Vol. IV. p.525. 3. Ibid. p.525. 4. Ibid. p.525. 5. Ibid. p.525.
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This deification by the Greeks was in full sway during the
time of Pericles, and continued even after Home had pillaged
the Acropolis, and had subjugated all the Hellas to her iron
rule* It is only natural that in a pagan world, where supersti-
tion played a large part, men should consider their rulers as
definitely related to the powers which governed the world. The
campaigns of Alexander the Great brought great bloodshed, but
they also brought peace to Greece and to the Mediterranean World.
A personality so great as to impress and modify the Y/orla must,
according to the Greeks, possess powers which transcend the usual
man. "The oracle on Didyma had already in 331 B.C. declared
Alexander to have been begotten by Zeus." 1, And Demosthenes,
seeing the folly of it all, exclaimed: "By all means, let Alex-
ander, if he wish it, be the son of Zeus and Poseidon both to-
gether." 2.
Not all the Greeks believed that their rulers were children
of the gods, but the popular creed of the masses was to revere
and respect, and in many instances worship the king who brought
peace and prosperity to his subjects. According to the theory
of Euhemerus, the gods were "kings and great men of old, who had
come to be worshipped after their death in gratitude for the ben-
efits they had conferred."^* If men could worship ancient kings,
then why not worship living kings? This was a heritage which
Rome unconsciously received when she reached out across the Adri-
atic and annexed Greece to her possessions. Moreover, this dei-
fication of the Greeks had passed over to Asia Minor, and when
nome seized this area of the Mediterranean, she enhanced her
own opportunities for the adoption of this type of religion.
1. Bevan. E.R.E. Vol. IV. p. 526. 2. Ibid. p.526 3. Ibid. p.526
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Case remarks at this point: "At an early date the gods of Greece
had travelled across the Aegean finding a second home among the
residents of Asia Minor, who henceforth worshipped not only the
local deities long established in this territory, but also their
more illustrious comeptitors from Greece." 1,
as the Greek element grew in Rome there quite naturally
came an expression of amazement at the accomplishments of Roman
generals and leaders. "Scipio -africanus was not worshipped, but
there was believed to be something supernatural about him, and
stories were told of his divine birth." 2. This new way of con-
sidering a leader would naturally find an echo in the old Roman
emphasis upon a man's 'Genius*. Possibly the rManes f could be
the acoutrement of a divine issue: the East begins to conquer
the West. And when Julius Caesar sounded the note of the empire,
he encouraged his people "to adopt the Greek forms of homage."3.
The long processes of ^astern civilization found their focal
point in the Roman Empire; the religious remnants of decadent
national it ies were revived by Rome, and unconsciously Rome made
hertfelf subject to the same catastrophe which she found evidence
of along her far-flung frontiers.
It should not be overlooked that Egypt also contributed
her share toward the development of Emperor Ytorship in the Roman
Empire. "The influence of Egypt and Persia lent it force to
stimulate native and original tendencies to king-worship, and to
develop the principate of Augustus into the theocratic despotism
of ^urelian and Diocletian."4, The people of the east were
always more willing to lavish honor and adoration upon their
1. Case. Revelation of Joh.p.9f. 2. Bevan. E.R.E.Vol. IV.
p.529. 3. Ibid. p.529. 4. Dill. Roman Eociety. p.616
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kings than were the people of the west. "The ancient Pharaohs
had been revered as incarnations of the deity and gods upon
earth." 1 * When the Ptolemies came to rule over Egypt they saw
the advantages such a superstition held for them, so they uti-
lized it in behalf of their own welfare. 'Thus it is that
Egypt also contributed to the deification of Roman Emperors.
"These ideas spread into Italy with the diffusion of the Isiac
cult among the upper class, and through the influence of tra-
vellers and envoys who kept up a fruitful intercourse between
Alexandria and Rome." 2,
It is a strange fact of history that Rome subdued the
known world of her day: she established her roads and trade
routes so that she might keep contact with her subjects, but
in so doing, she laid the foundation of her own downfall; the
East came in over the very routes which bound the vast em-
pire together; and even though the East did not come in the
form of armed legions, she nevertheless came armed with the
seeds of destruction. The vices which caused the collapse of
the Orient, seeped into the life of the Roman Empire, and
broke down the strong moral sense which was so evident during
the early days of the Republic. The East brought many inno-
vations to the Palatine, but she brought none older than the
ancient custom of worshipping her rulers.
1. Dill. Roman Socie ty.p.617
2. Ibid.p.617.
I K
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D# The Beginnings of Roman Emperor Worship.
I. The Situation Prior to the Time of Julius Caesar.
It was in the provinces, and especially in the province
of Asia Minor that the emperors and governors of Rome were first
looked upon as divine. But the beginning of this form of wor-
ship was somewhat late in Roman history, and when one seeks for
the cause of this delay, he finds that Rome’s policy to give her
consuls but one year of office, is accountable. Rome did not
want her consuls to become too powerful, but "when rulers began
to hold sway for more than a year, then worship became possible.” 1 *
At the same time, the conquests of Rome in the East, and parti-
cularly in Greece and ^sia Minor, made it possible for her gov-
ernors to come in contact with the powers which tended toward
the belief in the divinity of men. "Titus Q,uinticus Flamininus
in 198 B.C. went to Greece to conduct the second Macedonian war.
He liked all that was Greek. He overthrew Philip V. at Cynosce-
phalae; he was deified at Corinth, and Chalcis in the follov/ing
manner: ’Sacrifice and libation were offered and a hymn was
sung in which the worshippers gave praise to great Zeus, and
to Rome, and to Titus also, and to the Romans’ good faith.’
The Greek v/orld was ready to worship anyone who had authority
over it, and during the last century and a half of the Roman Re-
public "the gap between the deified successors of Alexander and
the worship of the deified Roman emperors, was filled by the
cult of the Roman governors. "3 # After the close of the Pirate
Wars tire people of the isle of Mytilene erected a statue to Pom-
peius and included this grandiose inscription: "The people to
their Saviour and Founder, Gnaeus Pompeius Magnus, son of Gnaeus,
thrice hailed as Imperator, who put an end to the wars which
1. Fiddes. Historical Essays. p. 2. 2. Ibid. p. 4. 3.Ibid.p.6.
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infested the world by land and sea.” 1. After Pompeius and Titus
Flamininus many of the Roman governors and generals of the latter
days of the Republic were looked upon as gods. Scipio the con-
queror of Hannibal came in for honors; the Gracchi after their
death were consecrated by the Roman people, and statues were
erected to them at the place of their murder. Marius in his
"defeat of the Germans on the Raudian Plain caused the people
of Rome to offer libations to him, and consider him as a god." 5 *
And when Julius Caesar displayed his great power throughout the
known world, he made himself subject to the same divine honors.
Rome, during the latter days of the Republic fell a
prey to the adoration and praise of her conquered subjects. It
was not difficult for Rome to subdue her enemies, ^or this she
had strong and courageous legions, but Rome could not subdue in
her own heart the desire for petty distinctions and marks of
praise. Or as Piddes ably remarks: "The Roman noble of the la-
ter Republic was a person of singular vanity, with a childlike
thirst for petty distinctions; these nobles loved to trace
their pedigrees back to some Greek or Italian god or goddess." 5,
Julius Caesar did not create his belief in his divine descent;
he rather inherited it.
2. Emperor Worship begins with Julius Caesar.
The first Caesar is accredited with saying: "Our stock
therefore, has at once the sanctity of kings, whose power is
supreme among mortal men, and the claim to reverence which is
attached to the gods who hold sway over kings themselves."4 *
Moreover, Caesar claimed to have received this sanction from
Romulus the deified founder of Rome: "Go announce to the Romans
1. Fiddes. Historical Essays. p.7. 2. Ibid.p.ll. 3. Ibid. p. 8.
4. Hadzsits. Univ. Penn. Lectures. p.525.
>
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that the heaven dwellers wish my Rome to he the capitol of the
world; let them learn the art of war and thus understand and
teach posterity that no power on earth can resist Roman arms* 1,1
With such claims as these, it is not surprising to find that
the people of Rome looked upon Julius Caesar as divine. Their
belief in this was strengthened after the death of Caesar; and
"The appearance of a great comet in the skies which shone very
brightly for seven successive nights and then disappeared, con-
stituted an omen for superstitious folk, only too ready to re-
ceive confirmation of their belief that the soul of their Cae-
sar had made its way to the skies. "2*
There was a method, however, in the apparent madness
of Caesar in his claim for divinity. He saw about him the be-
ginnings of a great empire, and represented within his borders
could be found every type and class of individual. Moreover,
there were laws, customs, treaties, and constitutions which he
would have to break down, if the coming empire was to have a
strong central power. He could surmount all of this opposition
by claiming divinity for himself, for who would want to gainsay
or dispute the decrees of a divinity? The complexity of the
empire needed a sure and positive word for leadership: Caesar
therefore turned to the gods for their sanction and support,
the polulace was all too willing to accept this innovation;
and rnoreso, when they swakened to the fact that their Caesar
had been assasinated.
Caesar was officially deified by action of the Roman
Senate in January 42 B.C. "Genio Deivi Iuli parentis patriae,
quern senatus populusque Romanus in decorum numerum rettulit;
....finally on the 18th of August, 28 B.C. the temple was
1. Hadzsits. Univ. Penn. Lectures, p.527. 2. Ibid, p.531
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dedicated, placed on the same footing with other temples, pro-
v
vided with priests and consecrated with the usual formalities
and ordination of special religious festival days."-1-* This tem-
ple was the first of its kind to be erected in home. "‘The man
was obstensibly deified for his great and good works, and, on
the whole, such a cult, far from degrading in Home, could carry
with it much of moral inspiration."
2
*
The apotheosis of Julius Caesar opened the door for the
subsequent deification of Augustus Caesar. One mighty emperor
had followed another; progress and expansion had been the key-
note of each; and with the wealth that poured into home, there
also came hordes of people who were all too willing to look
upon Caesar as the special instrument of divine favor. When
Augustus came to the head of the emu ire, he "realized that
this was the psychological moment to fuse Caesar Worship with
the other gods of the state, and along with all that the people
accepted; the cult of Caesar was neither explained nor justi-
fied; it was silently granted its place among the other reli-
rz
gions and creeds." In the emperor one saw the concrete evi-
dence of divinity, and "prayers addressed to the god Augustus
were more surely answered than those addressed to Jupiter."4 *
Augustus fought a movement in Rome which sought to deify him
during his lifetime, although he did not refuse men the privi-
lege of worshipping his genius. Thus "Caesar ism became the
worship of the state it self;... it was in the worship of Caesar
that patriotic devotion to the new state, the Empire, was grad-
ually to find its fullest and deepest expression, as intoxication
1. Hadzsits. Univ. Penn. Lectures. p. 532. 2. Ibid.p.534.
3. Ibid. p.535. 4. Angus. Envir. Early XTY. p.88.
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and infatuation with the new dispensation rolled in a great
tide of gratitude to the god who had created and given all.” 1 *
The reign of Augustus saw the firm establishment of
the Imperial Cutl as the chief representative of the State reli-
gion. The emperor became the incarnation of the state, and as
such he received honor and adoration from all his subjects It
was a shrewd policy to set up such a religion as Emperor Worship,
for in this way Rome was able to bind her distant peoples to her
with a greater band of loyalty. The state religion did not offer
comfort, protection, help, or immortality; its chief purpose was
to foster loyalty and patriotism among the people. Subjects in
a distant land would readily worship the Man-god of Rome, for he
had established peace throughout the world. The world did not
need to see Caesar to worship him. This made the adoration of
men all the greater toward the Roman emperor. Indeed, the wor-
ship of Caesar made more rapid headway in the provinces than it
did within the frontiers of Italy. Thus Emperor Worship became
a "political institution with amazing ramifications and extraor-
dinary organization of priesthoods throughout the vast extent of
the Empire, but the very strength of the organization was its
weakness, for the collapse of the Empire spelled complete disso-
lution of this form of the Man-god idea.” 2 * ' Nevertheless Rome
adopted this form of religion as a state policy, and did so with
some justification. ‘This was especially true of Augustus Caesar,
for his official deification ”was not merely an official or po-
litical act, but a genuine confession of devotion towards one who
had wrought great things for the world and proclaimed a gospel of
1. Hadzsits. Univ. Penn. Lectures, p.538. 2. Ibid, p.545.
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peace and good tidings." 1 * Augustus died in 14 a.D. and left
behind him not only a city of marble, but a religious cult
which was destined to become the right arm of the empire, and
a means for the detection of disloyalty among the mongrel
h*
hordes which made up her vast numbers.
I
3. The subsequent deification of Roman Emperors.
'The people of Rome did not perceive the actual poli-
tical significance of the Imperial Cult during the days of the
first emperors. 'This was due to the fact that the number of
officially deified people was few. But when the families of
the emperors were also deified, and certain other members of
the imper ial household, the glory of such honors became less
and less. It was presumably for this reason that the Roman
Senate reserved the right to confer the honor of apotheosis,
rejecting all those considered undesirable, and confirming oth-
ers who appeared as worthy. "Apotheosis was a civil honor
—
the ratification of the acts of the dead emperor—and was (in)
the gift of the senate, which usually descriminated wisely..." 2 *
Yet the majority of the first century emperors who claimed di-
vine descent, were refused civil honors by the itoman Senate.
Tiberius was chosen by Augustus to fill the place
of imper
a
tor, but through his long reign from a.D. 14-37, he
k
made no attempt to have the worship of himself propagated
either in Italy or the Provinces. He even resisted the efforts
5 1 to deify him, saying: "I confess that I am mortal, Conscript Fa-
thers, . .adding, that he wanted no immortality save doing his duty." 3 *
1. Haazsits. Univ. Penn. Lectures. p.543
2* Angus. Environment of Early Christianity.p.88.
3. Atkins. Procession of the Cods. p.396.
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But even though Tiber iua did refuse "divine honors in home, he
(nevertheless) encouraged the Provincial Cult."-*-* "Claudius
(41-54 A# D. ) practiced moderation refusing all excessive honors,
but one of Nero’s first acts was to have Claudius apotheosized." 2,
Nero stole a march on his predecessors when he adopted the "corona
radiata, symbolic of descent from the Sun god."
3,
Dion Cassius re-
lates how firidates the Parthian prince when visiting Rome, bowed
before Nero and said: "0 Lord,...# I am thy slave, I am come to thee
my God, worshipping thee even as I worship Mithi’p."4 *
Vespasian does not appear to have claimed divinity, al-
though his experience in the Temple of Serapis in Alexandria, at
which time he is recorded to have performed the miracles of giving
sight to a blind man and healing to a lame man, marked him as both
divine and authoritative. 3, Domitian (81-96 A. D.) did not wait
for others to ascribe divinity to him; he merely assumed his own
divinity when he became emperor. Seutonius records how he recalled
his wife to his "divine couch." 6 * On feast days the rabble of Rome
7
called out to him: "Good fortune attend our Lord and mistress.”
When he issued orders he began as follows: "Our Master and our God
O
bids that this be done...." * Moreover, he allowed no statues but
gold and silver to represent him, but this requirement did not ex-
tend beyond Rome. J *
The Roman Eenate, however, retained the right to bestow
its honors of deification, such honors being of special civil pro-
cedure. In this the Eenate "which usually discriminated wisely,
1. angus. En.Early X$y. p.87.
2. Case. Ev. of Early Xty.p.2l6
3. Angus. En.Early Xty.p.87
4. Case. Ev. of Aarly Xty.p.2l7
5. Seut. 12 Caesars. p.327
6. Ibid. p.355. 7. Ibid. p.355
8. Ibid. p.355. 9. Ibid. p.355
T
rejected four of the first century emperors, Tiberius, Caligula,
Nero, and Domitian." 1 * But the political character of the cult
could not help but become manifest to all as one emperor after an-
other was deified and his household with him. Moreover, the claims
of emperors such as "Caligula and Nero completely destroyed the
religious Character of the cult."^* But regardless of the failures
of Caligula or Nero, Bmperor Worship was destined to continue for a
long time to come. Perhaps the influence of good emperors outweighed
the influence of worthless ones. At any rate, "in the firsttwo cen-
turies the populace had a real belief in the divinity of the Augus-
ti."
3
* The religious vehicle with which Augustus set out upon the
first century was yet in prime condition when that century closed.
And this is the century about which this thesis is most concerned.
4. The Special Zeal of Asia Minor to Jeify Homan Bmperors.
Of all of the Provinces of Home, there was none more
gealous to render worship to Caesar than the Province of Asia Minor.
In the light of this, let it be reiterated that Rome did not origi-
nate Emperor Worship: it came as a legitimate inheritance of her
far-flung conquests. "It is a characteristic fact" says Cumont,
"that the worship of the deified emperors, the only official worship
required of everyone by the government as a test of loyalty, should
have originated of its own accord in Asia, received its inspiration
from the purest monarchic traditions, and revived in form and spirit
the veneration accorded to the Diodochi by their subjects."'**
When we embark, however, upon the sea of forces at work
in Asia Minor, we are at once tossed about by the waves of both Greek
1. Angus. En.Early Xty.p.88. 2. Ibid. p. 88.
3. Ibid. p. 88.
4. Cumont. Oriental Heligions in Homan Paganism. p. 22.
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and Oriental conceptions of monarchy. "The Greek theory of mon-
archy started with man and made of him its god; the Oriental no-
tion started with God and made the monarch in his image." 1, fhe
fusion of these two conceptions "began with the career of Alexander
the Great." 2 * When Flaminus, a Homan general defeated Philip V of
Macedon (196 B.C.) he was "greeted by the assembly at the Isthmian
Games as Saviour, and the city of Chalcis rendered him divine honors." 3 *
From this time on the prowess of Rome began to permeate the East.
In 195 B.C. the city of Smyrna erected a temple to the goddess Roma,
"..the political personification of Rome; and other temples soon
sprang up at different places."4 *
With natural tendencies toward such practices, Asia Minor
was destined to apotheosize anyone who represented the pwoer and
glory of Roman arms. Pompey was hailed as a great Liberator and
Savious by the Asian people, but when Caesar defeated him at Pharsa-
lus in 48 B.C.,".. it was Caesar f s turn to receive the compliments
of the Greeks." This custom received full support of the people
at Rome when they viewed with pleasure the life and accomplishments
of Julius Caesar.' When he returned to Rome his chariot was placed
before the statue of Jupiter; and soon after his death in 44 B.C.,
Octavian "...erected in the Temple of Venus a statue to Caesar with
the inscription *Divo Julio 1 ; and on September 1st (44 B.C.) Anthony
d
applied to the oenate to set apart a day for making yearly suppli-
cations to the new god." 6, Caesar's official deification was "fix-
31 ed by law January first 42 B.C." 7 *
1. Case. av. of Early Xty.p.205. 2. Ibid. p. 205.
4. Ibid. p.2ll 5. Ibid. p. 212 ' 6. Ibid.p.2l2f.
3. Ibid.p.2ll
7. Ibid.p.2l3
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Thus the zeal of -asia Minor to worship and to count as
divine, man who displayed great power, suggested to Rome, even in the
later days of the Republic, a principle which would be seized upon
by the founders of the empire, and used as an instrument of political
and religious procedure* Consequently the fanatical religious zeal
of as ia Minor helped "to eat up" the empire of Rome* And when we
view the Roman emperors of the first century, we find, at least in
Caligula, Nero, and Domitian, the fusion of both the Greek and
Oriental conceptions of monarchy*
Prof* Ramsay says of the Province of Asia Minor: "It was the
wealthiest region of the whole Roman Empire, and was therefore, pecu-
liarly tempting to the greed of the average Roman official." 1,
Augustus was clever enough to recognize the advantages which the
Asian peoples offered to the empire, and for this reason alone he
sought to favor them. Consequently when the Romans of Asia and
Bithynia in 29 B*C. asked permission to erect temples to the divine
Julius and the goddes Roma, they received the emperor* s permission.
2.
In the preceding year, in Pergamum, the chief seat of the worship
of Aesculapius, there had been temples erected to Augustus and the
goddess Roms,”. •• the earliest seat in that Province of the worship
of the Roman Emperor." *
The long reign of Augustus came at the proper tine for the
D development and expansion of Emperor Worship. Here was a worthy
ruler whose very leadership appeared as essential to the welfare of
^ his subjects; here also in the form of Emperor Worship was a promis-
1. Ramsay. Letters to the Seven Chruches.p. 114
2. Case.Ev.Early Xty.p.2l3
3. Scott, C. A. New Century Bible Com. Rev. p.142.
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ing principle of empire, as yet unsullied "by any unworthy rulers;
and over against both the emperor and the tentative worship of him
stood the millions of Roman subjects ready and willing to extend
and promote the unifying principle which they had given to the
budding empire. The Asian Provinces themselves realized that unity
was one of their deep needs, for in " ....that agglomeration of var-
ious countries and nations, differing in race and in speech, the one
deep-seated unifying feeling arose from the common relation in which
all stood to the emperor and to Rome, and, the one and only
Asian unity was the Imperial Cult." 1- Prior to the domination of
Rome the religion of Asia Minor was local and diverse, yet the local
principle when applied on empire scale, tended to unify not only
Asia, but the empire as well.
Hence the zeal of Asia Minor with its blending of Greek and
Oriental conceptions of monarchy, played into the hands of the clever
Augustus, and incidentally proved flexible enough to exert its in-
fluence to the remote frontiers of the empire. The conquests of
Rome brought but temporary victory: the bodies of men were con-
quered but not their intellects and consciences. 'The religious
ideas of Rome’s conquered subjects, especially the Jewish and Christian
were destined to outlive, out-thin£, and out-fight, the power which
nome displayed. Frcmthe Orient and from Asia Minor came religions
wh ich both blessed and cursed the empire. Rome did not know how to
choose, for she espoused the religions which caused a Christian
critic of the late first century to say of her: Babylon the Great,
the Mother of Harlots and Abominations of the Barth.” (Rev. 17:5).
1. Ramsay. Letters to the Seven Chruches p. 117f
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The development of the Imperial Cult was more rapid in
Asia Minor than in any other part of the empire. During the
latter years of the reign of Augustus cults to him flourished
in the Provinces. First there came the "Provincial Cult", and
following this there arose the "Municipal Cult" 1, "These tem-
ples constantly increasing in number were supported at the public
expense, and associated with them were priests, keepers, guards,
singers, or other attendants who administered the rites of the
cult with fitting ceremonies calculated to impress the public." 2 *
The foregoing discussion sets forth in brief review the
contribution of Asia Minor to the Imperial policy cf Home. Like-
wise does it set forth Rome’s reaction. The conditions which
followed upon the death of Augustus." . .continued to favor the
practice of Emperor 'worship; and.. .the Cult of Augustus attained
wide vogue not only in the East but also in the \nest." 3 * And Angus,
speaking in the same vein says: ’’Caesarea and Augustea were erected
in every town of importance."4 * No wonder John could write with
such emotional avidity to the Church at Pergamum: "I know where you
dwell, where the throne of Satan stands, (Temple to Augustus). And
yet you hold to my name, and you did not disown my faith even in the
days of Antipas, my faithful witness { its ) who was put to
death among you where Satan dwells." (Rev. 2:13). When these words
were written the Asiatic zeal had become a legitimate principle of
empire: Christians were being tested for their loyalty to Rome
according to the fallacies of pagan superstition. The Beast which
John saw rise up out of the sea had received mu6h of its terror
from Asia Minor.
1. Angus En.Early Xty p.87
3. Case. Ev.Early Xty.p.2l5
2. Case. Rev. John. p. 26
4. Angus. Dn/Early xty. p.87.
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5* Emperor Worship Revamps the Attitude of Rome toward
other Religions.
Rome, up until the time of Augustus had always been
*»
extremely tolerant in regard to the religious scruples of her
conquered subjects. But when Augustus recognized " •• .religion as
the handmaiden of politics", he neither sought to explain or jus-
tify the rising Caesar Cult; "He silently granted it its place
among the other religions and creeds, realizing that this ?/as the
psychological moment to fuse Caesar Worship with the other gods of
the State." 1 *
No action was taken by the Roman Senate at this time to
make Emperor Worship the legal state religion, . .nor was any such
action taken later. The sanction of Augustus for the Cult became
the will of the Empire, and thereafter loyalty to the emperor was
the exact equivalent of loyalty to the State. All of the old
forms of Roman Relit ion enjoyed a new b irth, ". .Augurs
,
Fetial
priests, the Arval Brotherhood, the Vestal Sisterhood, the priest-
hood of the Salii, the Flamen Dialis, the Luperci, all came into
new life, not engaged in a perfunctory performance and merely
muttering unintelligible phrases, but demonstrating the superiority
of the Roman ‘-'tate and the triumphs of the Roman Religion." 2 * We^l
does Atkins say: "After Augustus the entire Roman system locked up
on Emperor Worship." 3,
% This does not mean, however, that the religious policy of
Rome in the early days of tlise empire became any less tolerant to-
ward foreign cults; many were admitted, ".. though they were never
1. Hadszits. Roman Emperor Worship, p.535. 2. Ibid. p.536.
3. Atkins. Procession of the Gods. p.396.
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given recognition by the state." 1. All that Rome demanded was
that the cults or religions admitted be "politically safe." 2 *
Any disloyalty or practices detrimental to the integrity of the
State were supressed. Consequently Mien any cult came into the
empire there was laid upon it the necessity of obligation to the
Imperial Cult. Apart from Jews and Christians this was an easy
obligation to be met. For the pagan it was no "..illogical thing
to do reverence to the genius of the Emperor, as ’pater patriae’. "°*
The Jews, however, escaped this obligation because of
agreements made with Rome when they came under the protection of
the Republic. Moreover, "...Augustus was especially lenient with
the Jews; he gave them citizenship and permitted them to send mon-
ey to the Temple in Jerusalem. When money or grain was distributed
and the day fell on the oabbath, the Jews portion was reserved
until the next day."4, ’Thus the Jews were protected by Imperial
decree, but Judaism was an old religion: it antedated the rise of
riome itself.
In the main there were but two religions which suffered
as a result of Rome’s revamped attitude toward the religions repre-
sented within her borders, and those religions were Christianity
and Judaism. In Christianity we see a religion younger than the
State religion itself. It required the full first century, however,
k
to show the clear distinctions between the principles of Christianity
and the rel igio-polit ical practices of Rome through her Imperial
* Cult. The early Christians were convinced that their first loyal-
ties were to Christ: hence the Christian principle determined the
1. Case. Rev. of John.p.16 2. Ibid. p. 22.
3. Merrill. Essays in Early Xty.p.41
4. Case. Rev. of Joh. p.20.
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limits of a man’s loyalty to Caesar. Rome would brook no rivals.
Moreover, xlome was clever enough to see and to recognize that the
very loyalty which the Christians showed to Christ, was likewise the
^
very loyalty essential to the integrity of the empire. 'The destinies
j
of -Cmperor Worship were linked up with the destiny of the Roman State;
the desting of Christianity was linked up with God. The Romans
could not be satisfied as long as Caesar held second place; the
Christians could not so long as Jesus held second place. Thus the
issue for the Christian became Christ or Caesar: for the Roman it
wqs Caesar and Christ.
It is obivous then, that Rome because of her revamped
attitude toward other religions, sought through the agency of her
Imperial Cult, for that loyalty and devotion vfeich comes only as
the result of accomplishment in spiritual fields. The Emperor
Cult did not represent spiritual achievement, and as a result, Rome
made the colossal mistake of perverting her ambitions of empire
with a political religion, a religion which rested for its welfare
upon the strength of Roman arms, and which would automatically fall
when the empire itself came to an end. With such a program as this,
neither the legal mind of Rome, nor the Pagan mind of the empire,
could understood the hihgly spiritual attitude of the Christian.
\ Thus the Christ ions in their refusal to worship the Emperor gave
evidence of a loyalty which superseded that granted the state. Rome
knowing no higher loyalty than devotion to Caesar, sought to require
worship of him by all her subjects. This demand met no obstacles
during the early days of the empire, for the Jews were free from
such worship, .and pagans found no difficulty in meeting its demands.
It was in the Christians conscience that Rome met her first threat-
ening opposition.
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6. Causes which led Rome to Retain the Imperial Cult.
Rome both sanctioned and propagated the work of the
Imperial Cult during the first century because she had no other
means of promoting an attitude of unity among her mongrel hordes.
"Loyal unity" says Merrill, "was to be fostered by every available
means, that the immense empire might be welded together into a
sentimental as well as a political oneness."
1
* Rome because of
fear demanded such a unifying political principle, for "..there was
nothing else to hold the Province (or all the Provinces) together
in a unity except the enthusiastic loyalty which all felt to the
Roman Imperial Government."^* Thus the ethics of religion were
called upon with reference to the person of the Emperor: Patriotism
and Religion were wedded, not, however, for religious ends but for
political ends.
Perhaps Rome has been censured too much at this point. Of
all the religions within her frontiers, none represented a higher
moral or spiritual standard than did Christianity and Judaism.
And these two groups were never looked upon with any particular
favor. Moreover, Emperor Worship was wifell under way before Christi-
anity assumed dangerous proportions. Consequently, why should Rome
espouse the moral and spiritual standards of the very religions
)
which she cared so little about? Why should a Caligula, a Claudius,
a Hero, or a ^omitian throw over a State Religion dating back to
Julius and Augustus Caesar for the religion of the Jews, or a religion
of a Galilaean Carpenter who died a death of shame upon a Roman cross?
1. Merrill, Essays in Early Xtn History. p. 39
2. Ramsay. Letters to the Seven Churches. p.117.
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In consideration of this, the principle involved in
Emperor worship might have hadfar-reach ing results for good in
the empire, if it had not been for the abuse which the Cult
received from unworthy emperors. But the institution was man-
made, and rested for its merits, and for its moral and spiritual
value, upon the emperors who represented it. It is difficult to
understand why the organization was retained, especially after the
infamous careers of Caligula, Nero, and Domitian had branded it as
worthless. Fear, and fear alone caused Rome to maintain her Im-
perial Cult.
^.s the first century progressed the Imperial Cult assumed
a position of great importance. It became the means by which a
man’s loyalty to the state was tested, and side by side with the
rise of the Imperial Cult there also rose within the empire the
early organization of the Christian Church. Both institutions
represented ideals which were directly opposed in principle and
purpose. Hence when these two organizations came into conflict
the issue became one of contrast between the demands of Rome in
her principle of empire, and the Christian conviction that the
kingdoms of this world should give God and not Caesar the preemi-
nence.
In the light of this Imperial program let us turn to the
study of the relationship of Emperor Worship, ( L) from the stand-
point of the Jew; who was faithful to the traditions of his Fathers,
(2.) from the standpoint of the Christian consciousness, and (3.)
from the standpoint of the Roman State itself.
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III. The Religious Background of Judaism.
.a. The Chief Religious Emphases of the Jews.
1.
Monotheism.
It would be difficult to understand the resentment
of the Jews in regard to Emperor Worship if it were not for the
fact that Israel for centuries had emphasized an ethical and
moral monotheism. "They had one lav/" says Angus, "one holy Book,
one God of Covenant promises; they looked to one spiritual Center
while it stood, they had one hope for the future.
"
L
* No religion of
antiquity has been quite so punctilious about the monotheistic em-
phasis as has Israel.
Nor could the ancient religion of Israel tolerate gra-
p
ven images: this was the first law of the Ten Commandments."* Sec-
ond Isaiah inveighed against the use of idols or images; likewise,
did alios, Hosea, Jeremiah and Ezekiel. * So deeply was this prin-
ciple embedded in the heart of the Jew, that Pliny in the beginning
of the 2nd century ii.B. could refer to the Jews as "...a people
notorious by their contempt of divine images."
4.
This monotheistic
emphasis alone was enough to prevent the conscientious Jew from
rendering worship to Caesar or Caesar f s statue.
2.
Theocratic Consciousness.
Along with monotheism came the theocratic emphasis "The
dominant features of the Mosaic constitution" says Bentwich, "is
that of a theocracy, i.e., the state depends on God." * And back
r
of every theocratic consciousness there is the eschatological
/
T~. Angus. En.Early XEy.p.147
3. Isa. 40 : 28; 45 : 18; 46 : 1-3.
4. Bentvjich. Josephus. p. 214
5. Ib id. p. 230.
2. Exodus 34:10-17
*
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hope, for "..all apocalypses are theocratic." 1, "Israel believed
that the future as the past was its God’s and its own. There would
be a perfect theocracy yeti The kingdom of God would come." 2 *
This emphasis is ably set forth by both Isaiah and Second Isaiah
(chaps. 11,55); and in the Suffering Servant one may find the spirit
which will characterize God’s rule. Moreover, the universal kingdom
of God must come, for even though "...Israel was still Yahweh’s
peculiar treasure, his theocracy was no longer limited to Canaan,
but swayed the world." * Consequently we see another reason why
the Jews resented the Golden Eagles of Rome, and the worship of her
emperors. What emperor could compare with the God of Israel?
3.
Messianic Hope.
Israel’s "..most characteristic expression was the
Messianic hope.... the sublimest optimism in the old world, . .which,
as a Jewish Rabbi says ’has become the driving wheel of all civil-
ized humanity ’.
"
4
* Messianism, however, prior to the Christian era,
5 •
took many forms, the varieties of which cannot be discussed here.
Eut the political history of the Jews clearly shows that there hope
for deliverance remained largely as an event of the future. "Under
these circumstances the figure of the Saviour Prince necessarily
remained vague, but the righteous character and divine potency of
g
the kingdom to be established, were prominent ideas."
The important feature of this hope lies in the fact
that the deliverer of Saviour would be a personal representative
of God: a "..natural descendent of David would be elevated to the
T7 Smith, C.R. ERE Vol.XII.p.288a. 2. Ibid. 3. Ibid.
4. Angus. En.Early Xty.p.142
5. Prof. S.J.Case in his book the Evolution of Early Xty has a very
thorough review of the various forms of the messianic hope, both
jewish and Pagan.
• Case. Ev.Early Xty. p.222.6
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kingship. " 1# This view, according to the Case, changed in the interim
between the Old and New Testaments. In respect to the new view
"God would send a Deliverer out of heaven, miraculously bringing
all earthly rule to an end and establishing and eternal kingdom
of righteousness." : * Consequently the theocratic hopes of Israel
were bound up with the idea of a personal Messiah. How then, in
the light of these hopes could a loyal Jew lend his sanction and
support to the religious program of Imperial Rome? With such
views as these the Jews represented an ’imperium in imperio', a
religious expectation which always faced the political hostility
of Rome. And regardless of the hostility of Rome, the Jew, without
a moment's hesitation accorded his coming Messiah full precedence
over the person of the Roman Emperor.
4. The Individualism of the Jews.
Ever since the time of the 8th, 7th, and 6th century
prophets the individual in Israel was looked upon in a new light.
National catastrophe may have temporarally obscured the individual,
yet each person was considered as directly responsible to God for
his life and actions. Ezekiel lays especial emphasis upon this
doctrine. (18:1-20). Oesterley and Robinson speaking of the individ-
ualism of the prophets say: "Jeremiah's individualism centers in a
man's close relationship with God, and he is thus the earliest ex-
ponent of personal religion; Ezekiel's individualism emphasizes
man's own responsibility for his deeds, and he is thus the first
to teach personal responsibility." This rings true with the
teachings of the Jews during the period of Roman domination.
1. Case. Ev. of Early Xty. p.333. 2. Ibid. p. 333.
3. Oesterley and Robinson. Hebrew Religion. p.252.
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The Pharisees for example were exceedingly meticulous about
the personal observation of the Lav/ and religious rites* 'fhus
in the light of the religion of Judaism, wherein personal respon-
sibility occupied an important place, how would it be possible for
a Jew, a Pharisee of the Pharisees, or a Hebrew of the Hebrews, to
extend his religious devotion to the Palatine Kill of Home?
In contrast to the personal element involved in jBmperor Worship
the Jew held fast to his belief- in the individual responsibility
to the God of Israel. For the Jew, the religious firmament of the
Roman Lmpire held but one Luminary, the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob*
With this survey of the religious background of the Jews,
let us now turn to the study of the religio-political relationship
which they sustained to the power of Home.
ft
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IV. The Religio-Polit ifial Relation Between Judaism and the
Roman Btate.
a. The Nationalistic Motif in Judaism.
It is in the Maccabean Revolt of 167 B.C. that the
nationalistic motif in Judaism first comes to the fore. This
period is foreign to the study of this thesis, yet without some
understanding of it, it will be difficult to grasp why the Jews
resented the political domination of Rome.
"The Maccabean period" says Riggs, "..is in reality the
period of the intense struggle for supremacy of two spiritual
forces. •• .Hellenism and Judaism."
1,
Prior to the Maccabean period
the Jews were under the leadership of the "Ptolemys, and the change.
p
in their position seems to have been slight." But when Palestine
v/as transferred to the Seleucids, with their resultant emphasis
upon Hellenism, Jewish nationality began to emerge. "The attempt
of Antiochus IV to supress Judaism and substitute the worship of
the Olympian ^eus roused intense opposition." The chief aim of
antiochus was to promote a strong national feeling with Hellenism
as its center; but instead of creating this intense loyalty to
Greek culture "...the Seleucids produced by their excessive fanati-
4.
cism a corresponding national feeling on the Jewish side."
The national emphasis, hov/ever, of the Jews v/as confined
to certain groups within Palestine. For example, Judas Maccabeus
"...believed that there could be no security from a repetition of
the persecutions unless Judaism possessed a state as well as a
religion. The Hasidim, forerunners of the Pharisees, differed from
1. Riggs. History of the Jewish People. p. 14
2. Loewe,H. BRE.Vol. VII.p.586b. 3. Ibid. 4. Ibid. p. 587a.
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this view, for they were concerned with one object and one
object only, ..•freedom of worship.”
1
* They did not care who
ruled them or to what nation they belonged, so long as they could
worship God as they pleased.
Here we see the self-determination of one group within
Palestine to link in inaissoluable fashion, religion with the
state, the creation of a theocracy. On the other hand we see a
group perfectly satisfied with religious liberty ana caring nothing
for political liberty. Yet when a crisis arose all groups within
Palestine united as one. This was especially true in regard to the
inroads for -ri-ntiochus. Fortune, however, favored the Jews, for
iuitiochus was taken ill at the very time when Lysias his general
was about to take Jerusalem. When nntiochus died, Lysias found
it necessary to return to Antioch in order to prevent "Philip with
the army of .antiochus from assuming control of the government, and
in oraer to get away he offered the Jews peace, guaranteeing them,
if they would surrender, the liberty to make use of and live accor-
ding to the laws of their fathers.
”
S
* The Jews accepted these
terms, and " ..never after this, until A.L. 70, did the continuance
of the Temple worship become a critical question.”' 5 *
As a result of this was against Hellenizing influences,
there was created in the Jewish mind a strong national feeling,
a feeling which could yet spend its energy in that later day when
Barcochba in a. D. 132 rose up against Home.
The struggle between Judaism and Hellenism, however, was
destined to go on. "It now appeared more prominently within the
1. Loewe, H. ERE.Vol.VII.p.587a
2. Riggs. History of the Jewish People. p.43
3. Ibid. p.44.
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nation itself.” 1. The following years, 162 to 63 B.C. represent
a period of constant civil strife. The Pharisees representing the
distinctly religious phase of Jewish life, and the Sadducees repre-
senting both the religious and the political. Both bodies in B.C.
63 appealed to Pompey to assist them to realize their desired ends.
Pompey came, laid siege to Jerusalem, overthrew the, "Hasmoneans with
their worldly policy and ambition, and gained the day for Judaism.” 2,
Palestine was made a tributary of Pome; and instead of having the
peace they had hoped for, the Jews launched forth upon an empire
which was destined to bring them more sorrow’ than did the captivity
of Babylon or the trouble caused by the Seleucids. The experience
of the Maccabean Wars, and the subsequent internal strife, were poor
schoolmasters to bring the Jews to the gates of the Homan empire.
The intensification of the Nationalistic motif in Palestine did
more to cause friction between ^cane and Jews, than did the
religious policy of Rome through her Imperial Cult.
It was during the persecution of the Jews by Antiochus,
when he sought ”..to compel the faithful in Jerusalem to abandon
their practice of the Mosaic precepts and their v/orship at the
3 •Temple, that the book of aaniel appears to have been written.”
Many Jews at this time had renounced their faith, and even as the
revolt of Judas Maccabeus was an effort to save the national faith,
even so was the book of Caniel an effort ”..to keep their fellow
Jews loyal to the traditions of their fathers, even at the cost of
martyrdom.”1 * The former effort was motivated by patriotic feelings,
1. Riggs, history of the Jewish People. p. 44. 2. Ibid. p. 135.
3. Willett, H.L. Abingdon Bible Comp. 746a. 4. Ibid.p.746a.
f
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the latter by religious feelings. Like the Apocalypse of Bt. John
the "principal idea of the book is the ultimate triumph of the
kingdom of God." 1 *
B. Jews free from Religious Conformity by Imperial Edict.
1.
Attitude of Pompey.
'When Pompey conquered the city of Jerusalem in B.C.
63, he committed the unforgiveable sin of entering the Holy of
Holies. Surprised to find it empty, he "..wisely left the treasures
of the Temple untouched, and commanded the ministers about the
Temple to cleanse the enclosure ana carry on the services.”
2.
Thus,
he made no attempt "..to interfere either with Jewish religious
liberty, or with the worship that Cicero declared to be * incom-
patible with the majesty of the empire’ •”
Hence we find in the attitude of Pompey toward the
Jews an element of toleration and respect for their religious be-
liefs. Pompey’s leniency in this regard established a precedent
which both Julius and Augustus Caesar felt free to follow.
2.
Attitude of Julius Caesar toward the Jews.
Julius Caesar proved to be the great benefactor of
the Jewish people. And this is important when one remembers
that Julius was the first Roman Emperor to be deified. Under
the first Caesar "..Jerusalem was made the center of jurisdiction
for the land, and in all Jewish matters the Jews themselves were
given arbitration. Not only did they thus gain judicial freedom,
1. Willett, H.L. ^.bingaon Bible Comp. 747b.
2. Riggs. History of the Jewish People. p. 135.
3. Bentwich. Josephus.p.15.
*4 4
but religious liberty also was assured them, both at home and
throughout the East." 1 * "At Alexandria Caesar confirmed and
extended the religious and political privileges of the Jews,
and ordered his decree to be inscribed on pillars of brass and
set up in a public place. ^t Home, though the devotees of Bacchus
were forbidden to meet, he permitted the Jews to hold their assem-
blies and celebrate their ceremonials. At his instance the
Hellenistic cities of Asia passed similar favorable decrees for
the benefit of the Jewish congregations in their midst, which in-
p
vested them wiuh a kind of local autonomy."
During the time of Julius Caesar many imperial decrees
were issued in favor of the Jews. The aecree sent from Rome to
the Parians, and recorded by Josephus, is worthy of citation:
"To the magistrates, council, and people of the
Parians, greeting. The Jews of Delos, and certain
Jews temporarily residing there, have met me in the
presence of your ambassadors ana signified that you
by a decree prevent them from practicing their ancestral
customs and sacred rites. No?/ it is not pleasing to
me that such decrees be enacted against our friends
and allies, preventing them from living according to
their own customs and from making contributions for
their common suppers and sacred rites, a thing which (3.)
they are not prevented from doing even in Rome."
Iu is obvious that the Jews fared well at the hands of Julius
Caesar. Seutonius remarks that at the death of Caesar a "..throng
of foreigners went about lamenting, each after the fashion of his
country, above all the Jews, who even flocked to the place for sever-
al nights.
The Romans too, mourned the loss of the emperor. And
the question naturally arose: ho?/ best can we show our reverence
IT Riggs. History of the Jewish Pe ople
.
p . 163
.
2. Bentwich. Josephus .p.l7f.
3. Case, S.J. Revelation of St. John.p.l9f.
4. Seutonius. Twelve Caesars. p. 48.

for him. The logical answer was: to respect the principles which
Caesar looked upon as essential to the welfare of the budding
empire. Caesar respected the Jews: they too, must respectthem.
3. Attitude of Augustus Caesar Toward the Jews.
It is with the inauguration of Augustus Caesar as
emperor that the first conflicting principle of Imperial policy
was met with by the Jews. Even though Julius Caesar was the first
emperor to be deified, the practice did not become an established
one until the time of Augustus. Caesar had made no direct effort
to establish an Imperial Cult, even though he did claim divine
descent. Thus, when Augustus instituted ^mperor Worship he at
once narrowed the large religious toleration of Julius to the
requirements of the Imperial religious principle. In principle
at least, he initiated a movement ”... which necessitated conflict
between the kingdom of God and the kingdom of Caesar, and in the
end destroyed the religious liberty which Julius Caesar had given
to the empire.”
1
* Philo records that Augustus ”... caused sacrifi-
ces to be offered for himself at the Temple in Jerusalem.”"* This,
however, was not a worship of Caesar; it was rather a sacrifice in
his behalf, and in respect for him as emperor and king.
Nevertheless, the attitude of Augustus toward the
Jews was far more tolerant than abusive. But he set a principle of
empire in motion, v/hich in the hands of less scrupulous emperors,
was destined to bring the Jews into conflict with the Roman state.
”The Jews could not" says Bentwich, "but look with distrust on a
1. Bentwich. Josephus .p. 21.
2. Ibid..p.2l.
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government that derived its authority from the deification of
might, whereof the emperor was the incarnate principle."
1
’ Thus,
whenever the religious liberty of the Jews was threatened, they
always fell back upon their traditional inheritance, an inheri-
> ) tance which antedated the rise of Emperor ’worship itself. "This
was accepted as an essential item of Jewish national faith, which
2 •
the Homans had no intention of abolishing.”
C. Conflict of Judaism with the Roman State.
1.
Causes of the conflict.
The Roman mind, stern, legal, and uncompromising found
it difficult to understand the Jews with their strange religious
practices. The Romans in their own religion had ”... freely found
a place for Greek and Egyptian deities, out the Jewish faith in
its uncompromising opposition to all pagan worship, seemed in the
words which Anatole France has put into the mouth of one of the
Roman Procurators, to be rather an 'ab-ligion* than a fre-ligion f
,
an institution designed rather to sever the bond that united
3 •peoples, than bind them together.”
Rome the Mistress of the Mediterranean, and Ruler of
all she surveyed, could not recognize that the under-lying principle
of Judaism stood in direct opposition to her own Imperial policy.
as time went on Rome realized that the Jews were ready to dispute
with every issue, and if possible to gain the mastery. Consequent-
ly every agitation was looked upon as an outrage of Roman suprema-
1. Bentwich. Josephas.p.22.
2. Case, S.J. Revelation of St. John. p. 31
3. Bentwich, Josephus.p.24.
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cy, and must needs be wiped out in blood. "It was the inevitable
conflict, not only between the Imperial principle and the national
principle, but between the ideas of the kingdom of righteousness
and the ideas of the kingdom of might."
1
* At the root of this
^
opposition on the part of the Jews, one will find, not so much a
I
resentment to the worship of the emperor, but hostility fanned to
a white heat because of the nationalistic motif in Judaism. Because
of this Loewe says: "Every recrudescence of nationalism has brought
misfortune to the Jews and to Judaism. It was the cause of the
catastrophe in 587 B.C., of the fall of the Maccabees, of the decay
of the Sadducees, of the destruction by Titus, and of the desolation
of Judea in A.D. 136.
"
2
*
In the light of this nationalistic motif in Judaism it
became increasingly difficult for the Jews to pay tribute money,
to suffer the injustices of Roman Procurators, or tolerate the
contemptible tax collectors. (Mt. 11:19 ; 21: 31. ) • It was Augustus,
who in the early days of the empire authorized the census of Pal-
estine and thelevying of both a poll and land tax. Consequently
he set in motion a custom which met the full resentment of the Jews.
"The poll tax was looked upon as a mark of slavery ,... .and the
land tax undermined the doctrine that to the Lord alone as the
owner of the land did they owe payment for the blessing that came
) to them in the way of fruits and harvest." 2 *
when Rome failed to recognize the deep ethical,moral, and
religious bent of the Jews along with the nationalistic hopes and
the hatred for Roman domination, one may readily see why a conflict
1. Rentwich. Josephus.p.24f
.
2. Leewe, H. ERE. Vol. VII. p. 608a.
3. Riggs. History of the Jews. p.248.
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between the government and her Jewish subjects was always a
probability. And M ..the hostility of the Jew" says Angus, "was the
greatest menace to the peace of the empire", especially so when
one remembers that "their numbers in the noman Empire are various-
ly estimated from eight million and upwards, which with their
social tenacity and splendid organization rendered them formidable
even to Rome."
1,
Had Rome understood her Jewish subjects she might have
changed the course of history. Rome’s wavering policies resulted
from wavering leaders, and from incomplete knowledge of her con
p
quests. Rome in the role of an Imperial Artist coula mix the
paints of her heterogeneous life, but she could not produce a por-
trait of national poise, balance, symmetry, or integrity.
2. The situation unaer Tiberius. 14-37 a.D.
The chief example of Imperial action against the Jews
under Tiberius came in "..the year 19 A.D. when Tiberius ordered
them expelled from Rome because four Jewish adventurers had
appropriated for their own use a large contribution to the Temple
p
made by a wealthy Roman lady who has embraced the Jewish faith."
Dion Cassius also reports that "Tiberius distributed the young
men of the Jews under guise of military conscription into provinces
where the climate was severe. The others of that race, or pros-
leytes to their views, ’similia seetantes’, he removed from the
city under pain of perpetual servitude if they did not obey." 3 *
It is obvious, however , that this action of Tiberius was
now fully carried out, nor did his hostility reach to Palestine.
IT Angus. Environment of Early Xty.p. 14 6 f
•
2# Case, Revelation of *^t. John.p.19.
3. Huidekoper. Judaism at Rome. p. 188.
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Claudius (41-54 a. I).
)
had to take similar action in regard to the
lews residing in Home, hut in spite of this Imperial act ion,” • .large
numbers of Jews continued to reside in Home, inhere they perpetuated
their own' religion without serious interference from the author-
ities. In regard to the expansion of the Imperial Cult we
have already seen that Tiberius disclaimed divinity, although he
did give permission to ” ...the people of Asia to build him a tem-
ple, and in justification of such action cited the example of Augus-
2 •
tus who had given similar permission in his lifetime."
3. Caligula and the Jews. 37-41 A.D.
It is in regard to Caligula that we find the first
attempt of any Homan Emperor to enforce his worship upon the Jews.
This v/as a direct departure from the traditional attitude establish-
ed by Julius and Augustus Caesar.
In accordance with this order of Caligula that his
statue be "..set up in all temples, the Greek population in Alex-
andria made a violent attempt to carry out the order; a sharp
conflict took place, and the Jews in their dire need sent a deupta-
tion with Philo at its head, to supplicate the emperor." In the
meantime Petronius the governor of Syria was directed by Caligula
"..to march on Jerusalem and set up the Imperial statue in the Holy
A
of Holies, whatever it might cost." *
‘The Jews fearing that Caligula*s order might be
carried out came from East and “est to resist the decree: "The
multitude" says Philo, "covered Phoenicia like a cloud." # During
this time, how/ever, Petronius dallied with the people of Jerusalem,
1. Case. Hevelation of ^t. John. p.19.
2. Case, evolution of ^arly Xty.p.216.
3. Bentwich. Josephus. p. 26 . 4. Ibid. p. 26. 5. Ibid. p. 27
t!
.) * *
while at home ’’..King Agrippa interceded for his people." 1 *
In the midst of this uproar Caligula was assasinated by a
Roman whom he had wantonly insulted, and thus the death struggle
with Rome which had threatened in Judea was postponed. With the
death of Caligula ". .Claudius sent an edict to the governor of
Egypt approving of the Jews willingness to call the emperor
God, and granting them full liberty to maintain their own religious
o
customs without molestation."
The Jews out of gratitude to God for their deliverance
set apart the date of the death of Caligula and appointed it "as
a day of memorial in the Jewish Calendar."
Thus the danger of the Imperial policy began to assert
itself v/hen in the hands of an unscrupulous emperor. Emperor
Worship as an integrating principle of empire must have received
at the hands of the sensible Romans, a blow which revealed in a
striking manner, its own weakness, inadequateness and futility.
"The year of trial, however, had brought home to the v/hole of the
Jewish people that the incessant moral conflict with Rome might
at any moment be resolved into a desperate physical struggle for
the preservation* of their religion." According to Tacitus,
writing under 52 A. D. "..••the Jews feared even at that date lest
anyone of the emperors should give the same canmands." More-
over, Josephus writing during the time of Domitian, uses Caligula
as an example that "...God can be counted upon for drastic action
r*
to prevent fatal disaster to Judaism." *
lT Bentwich. Jos ephus.p.27.
2. Case. Revelation of ot. John.p.3l.
3. Bentwich. Josephus. p. 27. 4. Ibid. p. 27.
5. Huidekoper. Judaism at Rome. p.235.
6. Case, S. J. Journal of Biblical Lit. p. 20.
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4. Claudius and the Jews. 41-54 a»U.
Even though Claudius took action against the Jews at
Hone, for disturbing the peace, he nevertheless issued an edict in
favor of the Jews throughout the empire. The decree recorded by
Josephus says in part: "We think it fitting to permit the Jews
everywhere under oui* sway to observe their ancient customs without
hindrance; and we hereby charge them to use our graciousness with
mederation, and not to show contempt of the religious observances
of other people, but to keep their own laws quietly."
4
*
Yet the Jews did suffer expulsion from Home in the year
52 a.D. Suutonius records: "...Since the Jews constantly made dis-
p
turbances, ...he (Claudius) expelled them, from Rome.” Hamsay
speaking of this expulsion says: "This in itself was a mere single,
X
isolated fact, and involved no lasting judgment.” Why the Jews
were expelled at this time is difficult to ascertain. Perhaps
Huidekoper is correct when he argues that "the series of earth-
quakes and widespread famine of that period brought to a focus
the Messianic hopes of the Jews, which in the eyes of the Homans
bordered on fanaticism.”4 *
In any event the Jews in Rome suffered only at this
one instance under Claudius; whereas the Jews in Palestine were
being stirred to foment under the governorship of w • • .Yentidius
Cunanus (48-52 A.D.) who seemed deliberately to egg on the Jews
to insurrection.” * The poor statesmanship of Claudius in appoint-
ing unfavorable governors of Palestine, vented its rage during the
1. Josephus. Antiquities. XIX. v. 2.
2. Seutonius. The Twelve Caesars. p.226.
3. Ramsay. The Church in the Homan Emp:ire.p.23lf
.
4. Huidekoper. Judaism at Rome. p.228.
5. Bentwich. Josephus
.p. 29
.
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reign of Nero, the aftermath of which left the Temple in ruins,
and scattered the Jews to the remote corners of the empire.
The chief results then of the reign of Claudius are
not to he seen in the specific light of Jewish resentment of
Emperor Worship, but rather as a result of the nationalistic
principle of Judaism as over against the corrupt domination of
Home. It is under the reign of Claudius that the first ominous
sounds of war with the Jews are heard. Once again the conquering
forces of Rome’s legions will be marshalled in order to put down
a Jewish rebellion which her ovm maladministration produced.
Claudius merely lined up the artillery for the coming conflict: he
did not live to hear the sound of battle.
5. Nero and the Jews. 54-68 A.D.
The Jewish rebellion which broke out in Judea in the
latter part of the reign of Nero did not come as a result of Rome’s
religious policy, but rather as a result of her unjust administration.
Yet there was an element of the religious note in it, for the die.
for the rebellion was cast wrhen in ” ..the summer of a* D. 66, the
captain of the Temple, Eleazar son of the High Priest Ananias, for-
bade the sacrifices for Rome to be continued. In vain the chiefs
of the priesthood and other respons idle persons urged the restor-
ation of the sacrifices. The die had been cast and the wrar with
Rome was inevitable.”
1.
The death of Nero in A.D. 68 brought about a temporary
cessation to the war, cut ”..on September 25,A.D. 70 Jerusalem was
taken and all was over.” 2 *
1. Foakes Jackson. Josephus and the Jews. p. 184
2. Ibid. p. 189.
“
I
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Even though the Jewish State was politically blotted
out in A.D. 70, no new situation was created in the religious
attitude of Home; toward the Jews. "The Jews of the Dispersion”
says Merrill, "far outnumbering their Palestinian brethern, and
even many of the latter also, had not supported the revolt against
Home, and therefore were not justly deserving of any punishment,
but rather of consideration Hence the old Jewish privileges
were continued just as they had been throughout the empire, save
that the Jews now paid into the x.omen , fiscus t for the benefit
of Jupiter Capitolinus the annual tax they had formerly paid to
the Temple at Jerusalem. Even the Homan jurists went on speaking
of them as a nation, a people, a race, precisely as whan they still
formed a distinct political entity. This was natural enough since
the Jewish colonies throughout the Homan dominions exhibited the
same visible organization that they had before enjoyed.”'"* Duchesne
says at this point: ”The Jews, thus involuntarily transformed into
clients of the great Homan god, had no reason to compalin of him,
or the state under his aegis. They retained the liberty and even
the privileges they had enjoyed. Thus Judaism continued to be
an authorized religion, (religio licita).”^*
It is true that Emperor Worship was not the specific rock
upon which the Jewish sh&p of state was wrecked, yet the same funda-
mental principle represented by the official Roman State Religion,
was also the driving force which obliterated Jerusalem. Rome did
grant religious concessions to the Jews, but Home also asked and
demanded of the Jews the very loyalty which she Sought to achieve
1. Merrill, assays in Early Xtn History. p. 45.
2. Duchesne. The Early History of the Church. p. 7 7f.
J 4 V 4 •>
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throu^Ji the appointed channels of Emperor Worship* When one
views the relation of Judaism to the Roman State from the stand-
point of the Jew, it at once becomes evident that the Jews con-
I sidered the kingdom which they represented as being persecuted
by the Imperial power of Rome* Apart from the Nationalism of
the Jews they too suffered for their ’Name 1
,
not, however, because
they would not worship the emperor, but because of the ideals
which their religion held forth. Rome wanted loyalty from the
Jews, and toen she tied her hands on the religious policy, she was
not slow to set forth other means to acquire that loyalty. Rome
was concerned with the ends in view, not so much with the means
toy;ard those ends.
6. The Flavian Emperors and the Jews.
Beginning with the Flavian period the relation between
the Jews and the Roman government was a comparat ively peaceful
one. as has been shown the Jews retained their religious freedom,
the only change being that now they had to pay into the treasury
of Jupiter Oapitolinus the money which they formerly sent to the
Temple at Jersualem. At the same time the Jews had received such
a crushing defeat when Jerusalem fell that they had no immediate
desire to cause further trouble.
^
It is with Domitian 81-96 a.D. the son of Vespasian
that we come to the next episode of Imperial action directed against
the Jews. One phase of this action according to Seutonius was that
the ” ...tax on the Jews was levied with the utmost vigor, and those
were prosecuted v/ho without publicly a cknov/1edging that faith,
yet lived as Jews, as well as those who concealed their nationality
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and did not pay the tribute levied upon their people,"
1.
The second phase of Domitian T s persecution of the Jews
is a highly aebateable one. It deals primarily with the records
of Dion Cassius, 2, and Seutonius, 5 * in regard to the persecution by
Domitian of Domitilla his near relative, of the consul Flavius
Clemens, and of those who "had strayed into Jewish ways,"4. The
question here is wh ether Flavius Clemens and those associated with
him in his death were Jews or Christians. "Jewish tradition" says
Carpenter, "claimed Clemens for the Synagogue, and related that the
patriarch Gamaliel with three companions journeyed from Jerusalem
to Rome on hearing of a decree wrested from the Senate by Domitian
for the extermination of the Jews throughout the empire, and only
witnessed his execution," This question of identification, how-
ever, will come up for mere detailed discussion under the treatment
of the Christians by Domitian.
There is no record that Domitian sought to enforce his
worship upon the Jews, yet he must have been especially cruel to
those Jews who sought to evade the poll-tax, for when Nerva succeed-
ed Domitian in a.D, 96, he "..restored the habit of tolerance, and
struck special coins with the legend f calumnia Judaica sublet a’
(on the abolition of information agains the Jews) in order to mark
his clemency." 0 * There is also, however, the likelihood that the
Jews feared Domitian might demand worship of himself. Professor
Case has show*) in his study of the Antiquit ies of Josephus that
"...the Jews were much less at ease in the time of Domitian than
T7 Seutonius. ‘The Twelve Caesars. p.354
2. Huidekoper. Judaism at Rome ,p.279f • 3. Seut.Twelve Caesars. 356
4. Huidekoper. Judaism at Rome. p.279
5. Carpenter. The Johann ine Writ ings.p.34.
6. Bentwich. Josephus. p.76f.
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even in the early years immediately following their subjugation
by Titus,"
1,
But aside from all this there is no direct evidence
that Domitian sought to enforce the worship of himself upon the
Jews,
7. The relation of the Jews to the Roman State during
the early days of the Second Century,
The last struggle of the Jews with the Roman State
came during the latter part of the reign of the emperor Hadrian, in
p
the years "132-135 A.D." The direct cause for the revolt was
rise of a man by the name of Bareochba, who claimed to be the
long expected Messiah, "The saintly Rabbi Akiba was so excited
by his successes that he hailed him the Messiah foretold by Balaam
as the Star which should rise out of Jacob, •• .hence his name Bar-
cochba.,.son of the Star." * When the war was concluded "..Hadrian
was so exasperated that he determined to erase the very name of
Jerusalem from the map. On the site of the city he founded a
4
Roman Colony and erected a ton pie of Jupiter." *
As a result of this conflict the Jews suffered "..in-
creased popular prejudice against them as a people, but did not
5 •
suffer any formal suppression of their religion."
'Thus we come to tha end of the nationalistic ambitions
< of the Jews in their effort to establish themselves as a separate
and peculiar people. They did not suffer directly as a result of
Emperor Worship, but the principle itself found its way into the
demands of Rome, and asserted itself in the form of military su-
1. Case. Journal of Biblical Lit.p.l3
2. Sanders. History of the Hebrews. p.323
3. Eoakes Jackson. Josephus and the Jews. p. 86.
4. Sanders. History of the Hebrews. p, 323.
5. Case. The Revelation of St. John. p.2l.
*
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premacy. Home had the ability to subdue her peoples, but she
lacked the patience necessary to understand them* Thus, there
remains but one specific instance when the Jews were threatened
with a specific order to worship the emperor, that being when
Caligula in 32 A.D* ordered his statue set up in all the Jewish
places of worship. The Jews were free from the worship of the
Emperor, but they were not free from the principles which that
worship involved.
D. Jewish Apocalyptic Literature of the First Century A. D.
We have seen that the book of Daniel arose during the
stages of the Maccabean revolt, "..probably in 167 B.C. when the
sorely oppressed Jews needed a special revelation of this type
to comfort them in affliction and give them a confident outlook
upon the future."
1
* There also came into being "..during the
first and second centuries B.C." an apocalyptic work known as the
Book of Enoch ; it is of composite structure, and in all probability
was "...highly prized and widely used by both Jews and Christians." 2,
The later authors of Jewish apocalypses "..followed the model of
apocalyptic style set by the books of Daniel and Enoch, furnish-
ing little that was new except fresh applications of this imagery
3.
to more recent events."
'The -a-ssumpt ion of Moses is a "Jewish work placed by
the larger number of scholars in the earlier part of the first
century a.d."4 * 1 "Its form" says Case, "is that of an address
delivered to Joshua by Moses before the departure of the latter
from the earth, and in content it is a revelation of the history
1. Case. Bevelation of St. John. p. 66. 2. Ibid. p. 75.
3 . Ib id
. p • 86
4. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p. 194.
D *
* »
of Israel from Moses’ own day until the advent of the Messianic
kingdom.” 1. And apart from its value as a study of Jev/ish escha-
tology,”, .it gives us from the lips of a Jew, one of a rigorous
nationalistic type, an indignant denunciation, hsrdly less severe
than that of our Lord or S t. John the Baptist, of Pharisaic self-
righteousness, greed, deceit, and hypocrisy."
2,
Israel will ulti-
mately reign in power above Home: her position will be a heavenly
one. "No mention is made of a Messiah, the resurrection, or an
rz
earthly kingdom in Palestine.”
Another Jewish apocalypse which arose in "..Egypt during
the first part of the first century A.D. is known as the Secrets
of Enoch , The content of this writing aims to set forth what
God revealed to Enoch when the latter visited him in heaven. Not
only was heaven revealed in all its splendor, with the Tree of Life
surmounting everything else, but the abode of the condemned as well.
After ^noch has learned the secrets of God and eternity, he is
"..sent back to earth for thirty days to instruct his children in
the secrets of heaven, and to urge upon them the importance of liv-
ing in the fear of the uord. On completing his stay of thirty
days upon the earth, during which time he wrote three hundred and
sixty six books for the instruction of his sons, he was caught up
again to the highest heaven, wrhere he dwelt with God." 5,
Two more Jewish apocalypses appeared during or immedi-
ately after the fall of Jerusalem in 70 A.D., namely, Second Esdras
and the Apocalypse of Baruch . ‘The author of Second Esdras imper-
sonates the well known Ezra of Babylonian fame, and inquires of
1^ Case. Revelation of St. John. p. 86.
2. Beckwith, -apocalypse of John p. 194.
5. Ibid. p. 194.
4. Case. Revelation of Lt. John. p. 88. 5. Ibid.p.89f
?
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" ••whom God has chosen above allGod why it is that Israel,
peoples as his own peculiar possession, should be permitted to
suffer so severely at the hands of sinners."
1
* ihe answer
comes in a series of visions, and "..tells of hope for the nation,
p
and help for mankind." Rome will be destroyed, the Messiah
will come, Jerusalem will be restored, and the earthly Messianic
kingdom established. Ihe problems o'f eschatalogical significance
concerning man are also answered, i.e., there will be a resurrection,
a judgment, awards and also punishments. 5, Beckwith says of Second
As dr as
:
"In depth of religious reflection and breadth of spiritual
outlook, in imaginative force and sobriety of execution, it stands
far above all other non-cannonical apocalypses."
4 *
The Apocalypse of ^aruch covers essentially the same
ground as Second Ssdras. The author impersonates the scribe of
Jeremiah, and seeks thereby to gain recognition for what he has to
say. "Both of these books (Second As dras and the Apocalypse of
Baruch ) contain a vision of the proud, corrupt, world-sv;ay of Rome
and its destruction by the Messiah; ... the earlier, national, and the
later universal-, eschatology appear side by side." 5.
This review makes brief mention of the important Jewish
apocalypses written during the Maccabean and Roman periods. Many
other Jewish apocalypses were written, some of which were recon-
structed and reissued as Christain documents. This happened with
the Jewish apocalypse entitled The Ascens ion of Isaiah
,
although
A
"..only the apocalyptic portions are Christian." * Likewise is
this true concerning the Apocalypse of Abraham, which "..appears
Tl Case
,
Revelation of ^t .John. p. 95
2. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p. 191. 3. Ibid.p.192.
4. Ibid. p. 192. 5. Ibid. p. 193. 6. Ibid. p. 196.
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to belong to the first century A.D.,...it is of Jewish origin
with uhristian ' additions."
1
* Similarly with the Testament of
the Twelve latr iarchs , which is, "..in the main, a Jewish work of
two or more authors, with later Christian interpolations.” *
In all of these Jewish apocalypses there is no specific
charge against home on the grounds of Bmperor Worship. The ground
of complaint is always that of pagan oppression which naturally
results in Jewish suffering. It is God’s kingdom of righteousness
as over against the dominative and oppressive power of Home. More-
over, Home represented everything but what the Jews long for.
Any in the face of this oppression Israel had rebelled and shed her
blood, both for her national end universal religious ideals,
and yet deliverance has not come. To whom else could they turn
but God? He alone could bring the victory; and Israel because she
had suffered for the ideals of God’s kingdom, would share a prom-
inent place therein when it was established in triumph over pagan
and relentless Home.
1. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p. 195
2. Ibid. p. 188.
. ...
V. The Keligious background of Christianity.
a. Christianity Inherits the best in Judaism.
Much has been written concerning the dependence of prim-
itive Christianity upon its Jewish antecedents.
1
* But regardless
of the religious thinking which was in evidence during the tine of
Jesus, and the time directly following him, the ”. .primitive
Christians never dreamt that Christianity involved any kind of a
pbreach with the faith of the fathers. ” Moreover, the popular
use made of the Old Testament by the writers of the New, goes to
prove that first century Christians believed that Jesus was the
long expected Messiah. The Cod who had spoken in times past to
the lathers by the prophets had in these days spoken to men in a
Bon. (Heb.I:I). ^nd " ..quite apart from the much debated question
of Jesus* own idea of his messianic program, it is perfectly clear
that his disciples after his death, evaluated his personality by
means of the current Jewish coinage.” * At the same time Jesus
himself made full use of the Old Testament, and yet he wras not
accepted as an authentic prophet by Israel. In this sense there
was no breach between Christianity and Judaism, because there had
been no definite connetion during the days of the ministry of
Jesus. If Judaism could not accept Jesus, neither could it accept
his followers.
But the primitive Christians were sure that they were the
true Israel, and that the God of the prophets, of Abraham and of
Moses, was also the lather God of Jesus. Consequently, when the
early Christ ioJns set out to evangelize the world, they fortified
1. Case. Evolution of Early Aty.pp. 78-122.
2. Niven. Conflicts of the Early Church.p.48.
3. Case. Evolution of Early Xty.p.105.
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thems elves, first, with a knowledge of Jesus, and second with the
Old Testament scriptures. In addition to this Israel "..taught
Christians the practice and much of the forms of prayer. She
imparted to them her own steadfastness of character and her zeal
to please God with an upright life. She bequeathed to the church
her missionary zeal and enthusiasm, her expectancy of a brighter
future, her passion for monotheism. Many of the weapons employed
by Christianity against Jew and heathen were appropriated from
the armory of Judaism. The Jewish canon was the forerunner of
the Christ ain canon ..It was from Judaism that Christianity
caught the idea of writing apologies and pseudonymous books in
the interest of the faith Judaism furnished the Christian
Church with many useful hints toward the establishment of that
compact ecclesiastical organization which defied none." 1, Christi-
anity was Judaism plus ,... .plus Jesus, .and when the addition was
made Juaaism fell into the background.
B. The Unique Claims of the First Century Christians.
'it is obvious that Christian thought concerning Jesus
underwent some changes during the progress of the first century.
There is a marked difference between the sermon of Peter at Pente-
cost wherein he refers to Jesus as "a man approved of God" (Acts 2:
22), and the Prologue to the Fourth Gospel. (John 1:1-18). Yet in
the face of these changes brought about by the work of Paul and the
author of the Fourth Gospel, the Christians of the first century
must have reserved for Jesus a place of absolute preeminence.
In spite of the fact that Jesus had not returned, and in spite of
1. Angus. Environment of Early Sty. p.!61f
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the fact of a growing popular and Imperial hatred, the Christians
nevertheless retained their same passionate devotion to their
Master.
The claim of the supremacy of Jesus was the chief and
most important conviction which the first cnetury Christians could
hurl against the Roman Empire. These early followers of Jesus
were "able to point with pride to Jesus* resurrection as a mark of
divine approval at the close of Jesus* earthly activity, and they
were further able in the course of time to show how God had not
only foreshadowed in prophecy the career of Jesus, but had specifi-
cally indicated by a voice from heaven on different occasions, that
Jesus v/as a divinely commissioned person." 1. Indeed, Jesus was the
only way of salvation for men: "And in none other is there salva-
tion: for neither is there any other name under heaven, -that is
given among men, v/herein we must be saved." ( Act s.4:12 T. Paul
tells the Ephesian Church that Jesus is at the right hand of God,
"Far above all rule and authority, and pov/er, and dominion, and
every name that is named, not only in this world, but also in tht
which is to come." (Eph.I:2l). In the record of John*s Apocalypse
Jesus because of his supremacy is the only one v4io can open the
seals of the great book. (Rev. 5:5).
'Thus the Christian belief in the priority of Jesus met
Roman opposition in her program of Emperor Worship. If Jesus could
have had an equal, or if he could have been denoted to second place,
there would have been no Christianity, no church, no salvation for
men. Was Jesus worthy of this supremacy?
The answer of the Christians to this challenge was an
1. Case. Evolution of Early Xty.p.23l.

emphatic yes l They knew by experience that Jesus was real; they
knew that they were new creatures in Christ. Paul could write to
the Christians in Home: f, The spirit himself beareth witness with
our spirit, that we are the children of God." (Rom. 8: 16). -cmd
coupled with this conviction of a personal spiritual fellowship
with God through Christ, was the hope of the coming kingdom. But
how was this kingdom to be brought about? "As John veiwed the
situation" says Case, "a catastrophic intervention of heavenly
powers offered the only possible hope of a Christian victory.
God must intervene and that right early to annihilate Satanic
Rome and establish a new order of things upon earth." 1 *
Consequently the issue for the Christians of the first
century became one of conflict between the principles of Christ’s
kingdom, and the power of Rome. Even as Judaism resented the su-
premacy of Rome as a political power, even so did Christianity re-
sent the supremacy of Caesar as a religious principle.
Hence, it was this transcendence of Jesus, a transcendence
which took its form in a personal, immediate fellowship with his
followers, that enabled the first century Christians to oppose the
religious demands of uome. They had more than apocalyptic armor:
they had Christ, and Christ was for them their immediate conqueror
in all things. And even though we in this day have cone to believe
that the messianic hope of the early Christians was without due
p
warrant, we nevertheless cannot deny that for them it was a source
of untold strength and joy. Y/ith such claims as these Christianity
launched forth upon the stormy seas of the Roman Empire.
T~, Case. Revelation of St. John. p. 56.
2. Scott,E.F. Apologetic of the H.T. Speaking of the messianic
hope of the early Christians and the Jews Prof. Scott says: "Jesus. •
.
disappointed the ancient hope because he had transcended it."p.70.

VI, The Religio-Polit ical Relationship Betv/een Christianity
and the Roman Empire.
A. Factors which delayed the Imperial Prosecution of Christi-
anity.
It is obvious that the Roman Btate made no direct effort
to surpess Christianity during the greater part of the first
century. This was because of the fact that the Christians ".. Shared
at first in the special political toleration accorded the Jews.
But when the protests of both Jew and Ciiristian had succeeded
(probably about the time of Nero) in convincing the intelligent
Roman that Christians whatever their religious origin, were not
properly of the Jewish faith, the new sectaries doubtless were
judged not to be entitled to the privileged position of the
1 .
Jews . ”
This oversight on the part of the Roman authorities was a
great boon for the early Christians, but it was also a great hin-
drance. And chiefly so because the Jews by their own ".. social
isolation and cliqueness , . . . .had made themselves objects of dis-
like to the populace ,.... .and this popular disapprobation and
suspicion was of course readily transferred to the Chris tians. ,,2#
It is evident then that Rome did not seek to suppress the
preaching of the early Christians, 0 * at least before the time of Nero,
and perhaps for some time thereafter, because she looked upon the
Christians as a sect of the Jews, and the Jews by Imperial decree
were free to practice their traditional religion.
1. Merril.Essays in Early Christian History. p. 47. 2. Ibid.p.46f.
3. No effort was made by Rome to supress Paul. Bee Acts 26:32.
18: 12-16; 28: 30-31.
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B. The Probable factors which led Home to Distinguish
Between Christians and Jews.
The institution of the ’Delatores* or ’ Informers ’ came
into being under Tiberius (14-37 A.D. ), and created such a fear
%
among the people that "..Bor a century after his death he was
remembered chiefly as the creator of the inst itution, • . .and he
was blamed also for having enlarged the scope of the indictment
for treason (laesa majestas) to include any mere expression of
ill-will toward the emperor.”
1.
The attitude of Domitian (81-
96 a. D.
)
toward the Delatores was at first a hostile one, for he
began by avoiding them, but as his fears and suspicions increased
he called them back into service and granted favors to them for
p
whatever data they could bring to him of treasonable expressions.
*
Since these informers seem always to be the special agents
of the emperor, it is highly probable that they could inform their
ruler of the attitude of the Christians. They were to be on spec-
ial outlook for treason; and this was perhaps the most serious
charge which was ever placed against the Chr istians: . . . . . they were
accused of ”. .majestas. . .Treason.” * This was the charge against
the teachings of Haul at Thessalonica: ”..and these all act con-
trary to the decrees of Caesar, saying that there is another king,
one Jesus.” (Acts.l7:7).
^ Another factor which tended to bring out the distinction
between Christianity and Judaism was the hostility of the Jews.
> ”The Jews” says Duchesne, "were not likely to permit an abhorred
1. Frank. A History of Rome. p.420.
2. Ibid. p.456. Prof. Frank gives a very able discussion of Domi-
tian’s use of the ’Delatores’.
3. TJiven. Conflicts of the Barly Chruch.p.69.
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sect to profit by their privileges, nor to allow themselves to be
compromised by the imprudence of Christian evangelists. They
were not long in opening the eyes of the author it ies • At
Corinth the Jews had made an attempt to bring legal action against
the Christians; (-fiCts 18:12-17) and the decision of G-allio shows
clearly that he regarded the Christians as a sect of the Jews.
In the light of this the Jews would be sure to make it clear,". .so
that no one else could similarly err, that Christians were not Jews,
that the church was not a variety of the synagogue, that Christianity
o
was not Judaism, but something new and dangerous." * Moreover, the
Jew of the dispersion doubtless exerted greater influence with
Roman authorities than did the Jewrs of Palestine. "They had the
ear of some highly placed in the State;, .and they had at least
3.
one friend at cour t , . • .Poppaea, the consort of Nero." There can
be no doubt but that the Jews did much to make the distinction
clear between their religion and Christianity.
The Imperial Cult offers another means by which the dis-
tinction could have been made. "It is far more probable" says
Case, "that their non-conformity was first noted and magnified by
zealous devotees and priests, of either the municipal or provin-
cial imperial cult, in certain localities where the worship of the
emperor was especially popular. These religious enthusiasts endeavor-
ed, and apparently with some degree of success. ... to procure a suitable
form of judicial condemnation for Christians as alledged offerders
against the gcod order ana safety of society and the state."4 *
1. Duchesne. The i^arly History of the Chruch.p.78.
2. Niven. Conflicts of the Narly ohruch.p.47. 3. Ibid. p. 47.
4. case. Revelation of Johnp.33.
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In the light of these foregoing factors, namely, the
general hostility of the Jews, the increasing hatred of the
Roman public, the institution of the uelatores, and the activity
of the Imperial Cult, it is highly probable that Rome, either
* during the time of Nero or in the Flavian Period which followed,
came to make the distinction between Jews and Christians. Not,
however, that Rome came to know the details of that distinction,
but rather to recognize the Christians as a distinct group from
the Jews.
0. Reason for Rome’s Maintenance of the Imperial Cult*
Rome did not retain Emperor Worship during the first
and second centuries for any specific religious purpose, but
rather for political purposes. Each emperor ”.*was quite alive
to the fact that the state religion was a sham, and looked at as
a religion, a failure; but he knew also that it was the keystone
of the Imperial policy, and he could not or would not face the
task of altering it.”
1.
The reason for this is found in the
fact that the motley hordes of the Roman Empire, and especially
those of the far-flung provinces, needed a concrete object, possess-
ed of picturesque and imaginative vividness, for their worship.
The person of the Roman emperor "..provided that concrete object
p
about which loyalty could crystallise and grow.” * It was fear
then, which kept the Emperor Cult alive, at least from the stand-
point of the average emperor, although the priests and devotees
I,
may have been most sincere in their loyalty to the empire.
hence we see the hollow mockery of Rome, asking for loyalty
and devotion of conscience to the empire through religious devotion
1. Ramsay. The church in the Roman Empire. p.324.
2. Merrill. Essays in xuarly Christian History. p. 38.
f.
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to her emperors, while hack of all her efforts there was the
social and political aim, pregnant with Imperial abuses, and yet
naive enough to demand the finest fruits of religion to support
her mundane program. Fear alone maintained the Imperial Cult;
"••but the very strength of the organization was its weakness,
for the collapse of the empire spelled complete dissolution of
this form of the Man-God idea." 1 *
D. The Christian argument for Nonconformity.
The argument of the Christian for nonconformity in
regard to Emperor Worship was two-fold, (1.) because of his
religious convictions, (2.) because of what Rome actually repre-
sented. It is to this second point that we now turn.
‘The character of the Roman emperors was sufficient in
itself to cause the early Chris tains to suffer death, "..rather
than experience degradation of worshipping with incense and wine
before the statues of unsaintly pagan rulers.
*
Moreover,
"..upon the Remans themselves the worship of the emperor began to
pall when they viewed with dismay the vast increase of the number
of gods and goddesses, the deified emperors and empresses, with in-
numerable other members of the Imperial household." * Thus both
the character and quantity of deified persons met with the utter
scorn of the early Christians.
The Christians also saw Emperor ’worship and the functions
4 .
of the Imperial Cult as "..peculiarly blasphemous." The idea of
1. Hadzsits. Univ. Penn. Lectures. 1915-16. p.545. 2. Ibid. p. 545-6
.
3. Ibid. p.545.
4. Merrill. Essays in Early Christian History.p.47.
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a man assuming the place of God was intolerable for both the
Jew and Christian. Thus Emperor Worship was looked upon as a
"..diabolical error, against which it was the right and duty of
every man to protest."
1.
The legal emphasis of Borne offered another cause for
the Christians in their refusal to worship the emperor. Here
both Christianity and Roman authority failed to make close dis-
tinctions. The Christian took his religion seriously: it took
precedence over his political responsibilities. The Roman gave
preeminence in all things to his political measures. Consequently
it was a matter of the ob jests of devotion, and the loyalties they
evoked. For the Chrisitan "..the question between him and the
state was a purely religious one" to the Roman with his in-
\
herent incapacity to comprehend or even to recognize such a matter
of imperious and exclusive conscience, the question was purely one
O
of politics and administration.”^ Thus from the Roman legal
point of view, Christianity represented a "..double allegiance
with the Christian principle determining the limits of a man’s
loyalty to Caesar..."; and herein continues Niven, "lies the funda-
mental cause of the conflict between the church and the empire, of
itself sufficient to explain persecution.” *
Christian resentment then, centered about the character
of the emperors, the vastness of deification, the balsphemy and
idolatry which the worship involved, the placing of Jesus on the
same level with Caesar, and the principles of Christ’s kingdom on
1. Duchesne. The Early History of the Chruch.p.75.
2. Merrill. Essays in Early Christian Hi story. p.57.
3. Niven. Conflicts of the ^arly Ghruch.p.68.
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a par with the principles of the Roman Empire. These causes, in
conjunction with the exclusive religious attitude of the Christians,
brought on the inevitable conflict between the Church and the State.
E. States of Persecution and Prosecution.
1.
iersecution begins under Nero. 64 A.D. (54-68A.D.
)
Nero is given the role of the first Imperial perse-
cutor of the Christians. Nero, however, did not persecute the
Christians because they had refused to worship him: "His motive
was to divert the popular suspicion that he was himself the author
of the great fire which destroyed the better part of Rome." 1 * Ram-
say argues that Emperor worship, although popular in the provinces
had not as yet made its way to aome, therefore, those who suffered
under Nero were "..not martyrs in the strict sense; they are only
sufferers.
"
2
*
Now a distinction needs to be made at this point.
The distinction is, even though Nero did not persecute the Christians
because of their faith, they nevertheless suffered because they
bore the name of Christians. The important point here is to see
the persecution not from the position of the government, but from
the position of the sufferer. Even though Nero did burn the
Christians because of the "popular animosity" * of the people at
Rome, the Christians were sure that the general hatred was the
direct result of their profession of the name. Would they have
been persecuted had they not borne the name? It was not necessary
1. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p. 202.
2. Ramsay. The church in the Roman Empire. p.251f.
3. Case. The Revelation of John.p.46.
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for the public or the Homan authorities to know the full claims
-of the Christians in order to dislike them. The Christians knew
they were not lighting up the Imperial gardens of Nero because
they had failed to render religious worship to him, but they were
sure they were suffering because they bore the "Name" Christian.
Thus from the Christian’s point of view, they were both 'martyrs’
and ’sufferers’.
As a result of Nero’s action against the Christians, a
precendent was established which naturally turned a hostile light
v upon them. Yet " ..within the first two centuries of the Christian
era there is no trace of any formal legislation directed
against Christianity."
1,
Nevertheless the position of the Chris-
tians was not raised to a higher level because of Nero's action.
The publicity afforded by Nero to the Christians made it possible
in the subsequent years for the Homan magistrates to consider the
Christians "..guilty of disloyalty and of the other heinous crimes
Q
popularly accredited to those of this name." * Hence the persecution
which first arose because of the popular animosity of the pagans,
took another turn at a later date when the authorities of Home
prosecuted the Christians, not alone because of popular animosity,
but because they bore trie ’Name'. The hasty action of Nero
became the calm procedure of the State. Nor was any special legis-
lation necessary for it was seen that "..Christianity was in direct
opposition to the Law as soon as it was realized that it was a new
religion . n °* Let us turn from this point to a study of the status
of the Christians under the Flavian emperors.
1. Merrill. Essays in Early Christian History. p. 131.
2. Ibid.p.134.
3. Niven. Conflicts of the Early Church. p. 60.
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2.
Status of the Christians under Vespasian. 69-79 A. D.
With reference to Vespasian Moffatt says: "There is
no record of any persecution auring his reign; such might conceiv-
ably have taken place, but Christians seem to have enjoyed a com-
parative immunity under him, and our available knowledge of the
period renders it unlikely that anything occurred either under
him or under Titus to call forth language so intense as that of
the Apocalypse.”
1
* Cadoux speaking of this same period says: "The
Christians were liable at any time not only to outbursts of popular
hatred, but also to punishment at the hands of the magistrate by
virtue of his ordinary police powers."''* Consequently any pro-
cedure during Vespasian’s or Titus’ reign for the "..punishment
rz
of Christians was administrative, not judicial."^*
3.
The status of Christians under Domitian. 80-96 A. D.
"It seems to have been due" says Cadous, "to the offi-
cial puritanism of Domitianus, and the serious view he took of his
own divinity, that during his reign not only was a stimulus given
to proceedings against the Christians, but also that refusal to
participate in the worship of the emperor .... or iginally only one
of the number of causes against the Christians. .. .came to be adopt-
ed as a useful practical test of a man’s Christianity, and thus in
a way to be regarded as the central point of conflict between the
church and the empire. That is the position of affairs as it is
seen in the pages of the Apocalypse."4 *
The fact that the Domitian was concerned about his
own divinity gave rise to a renewed interest in the worship of
1. Moffatt. EJT.p.503.
2* Cadoux, C.J. The Early Church and the World. p.171.
3. Hamsay. The Church in the homan Empire. p.258.
4. Cadoux, C.J. ‘The Early Church and the W'orld.p.171.
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the emperor. "The zeal of both civil and religious officials
would be greatly stimulated by a knowledge of the emperor’s desire
for divine honors."
1
*
In the face of this, would it be fair to say that Domitian ’s
emphasis upon Emperor Worship came as a result of his fear of the
Christians? Or did the Christians suffer as a result of the in-
clusiveness of the policy which Emperor Worship represented?
Professor Merrill argues that the persecution of Domitian
"..was not directed specifically against the Christians, . ...and
though Domitilla and possibly some of the other defendents (in all
probability not Siemens) may have been actually Christians, the
fact did not appear in the trials, and could not have been the for-
mal basis of charge against them." * Now it is true that Domitian
may not have aimed at Christianity as Christianity, but he aimed
at the underlying principle of the Christian faith, which in the
final analysis is tantamount to a dir ecu and specific charge
against the Christian profession. Domitian had set himself to
combat any form of disloyalty or treason to the empire, whether it
be from aristocratic, pagan, or Christian circles. Christianity
came within the pale of Domitian’s inclusive political and reli-
gious policy. Moreover, when his demands for divine honors were
set in motion in Asia Minor, they would, because of their inclusive-
ness, strike at the very heart of the Christian faith. And this is
the manner in which the Christians would interpret Domitian’s demand
for divine honors,... a direct, specific attack upon them. Hence,
the persecution of Christians may not have been the sole object of
1. Case. The revelation of John. p. 51.
2. Merrill. Essays in Early Christian His tory.p,172f
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oomitian in his effort to stamp out disloyalty, nevertheless his
inclusive policy was just as direct against Christianity as it
was against any other group. comitian aid not line up particular
sects or groups for prosecution, he rather set forth principles, and
all those at variance to those principles became the direct objects
of his attacks.
1
*
Domitian’s orders for divine honors would naturally
find their fullest expression thru the channels of the Imperial
Cult; and any increased activity here would tend to hasten the
distinction between Christianity and Judaism. This distinction
must have been made during the reign of Bomitian, at least "That
is the position of affairs as it is seen in the pages of the ,&poc-
o
alypse." * bhe periods preceding and following Jomitian do not
give any evidence of conditions such as those described by John.
Thus Harnack is justified when he says: "On the Cultus of the
Caesars, and one this point alone, the State and the Church came
into collision." * For this conflict, however, it was not necessary
that Rome know all of the essentials in the Christian faith; all
that was necessary was that Christianity be recognized as a new
religion, which at once branded it as a "religio illicita.""* Appar-
ently this recognition was made by the Imperial authorities dur-
ing the time of Bomitian; and added to it was the general hatred
which first found its expression under Nero.
Thus the Christians suffered as enemies of the human race,
as political revolutionaries; and the sanction for both charges
came from the fact that they professed the "Name". Both charges
1. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p. 205.
2. Cadoux. The Early Church and the world. p. 171.
3. Harnack. Expansion of Christianity. Vol.ll.p.117.
4. Beckwith. The apocalypse of John. p. 203
.
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tended to lend mutual support to one another, and the Christian
became the despised object of both political and public hatred.
Emperor Worship may not have made the full distinction in the
legal mind of home as to the full meaning of Christianity, but
it did during uomitian’s time, reveal to the Christians that they
were to choose between Christ or Caesar.
There can be no doubt but that Domitian during the
latter years of his reign was a cruel and heartless beast. His
fear and suspicion caused him to reestablish the * Delator es
’ ; and
for fear of his life "..He lined the walls of the colonnades in
which he used to walk with phengite stone, so as to be able to
see in its brilliant surface, the reflections of all that went on
behind his back."
1,
’why? He feared that some unseen hand would
strike him unawares, .again, when he was informed that certain
descendents of Jesus were living in Palestine, he had them brought
to Home, at which time he personally examined them. And "When he
convinced himself that such simple folk could not be dangerous,
and that the kingdom of heaven was no menace to the Roman Empire,...
p
the two sons of David were sent back home..."'"'
He likewise was ruthless in his dealings with the men
he sought to exterminate. "To abuse men's patience" says Seu-
tonius, "he never pronounced an unusually dreadful sentence without
a preliminary declaration of clemency, so that there came to be no
more certain indication of a cruel death than the leniency of his
3 •preamble."
A knowledge of Domitian 1 s character must have penetrated
1. Seutonius. The Twelve Uaesars. p.356.
2. Duchesne. The Early History of the Church. p. 88.
3. Seutonius. The Twelve Uaesars. p. 353.
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though to the Province of -Asia Minor, Already the Christians
u
there had seen the reemphasis upon Emperor Worship, and now when
reports came concerning the ruthlessness and beast iality of
uomitian their fears were increased. Consequently the author of
the Apocalypse views the future with grave alarm. The storm of
Imperial wrath has not yet broken upon them in all its fury, but
the sky is dark and peals of thunder are heard rumbling in the
distance.
F. The Attitude of Pome during the time of Trajan. 98-117 A.D.
1. The Problem Pliny faced in Asia Minor.
Before we turn to the study of the Apocalypse, it
would be well to consider briefly the correspondence which passed
betv/een the younger Pliny, governor of Bithynia, and Trajan the
emperor, concerning procedure against the Christians.
Much has been written concerning the correspondence
between Pliny and Trajan in an effort to set forth the then accepted
status of the Christian within the empire. Prof. Merrill argues
that Christians at this time were not persecuted for "..noncon-
formity to the state religion, but because of their mantenance
of a t collegium , after all collegia in the Province of Bithynia
had been forbidden by special Imperial decree." 1 * Hence the charges
of Pliny, according to Prof. Merrill, are not the direct result of
refusal to worship the emperor, or primarily because of the name
Christian, but because they continued to meet in secret as a re-
ligious organization.
1. Merrill assays in Early Christian History.p.66
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There is much that can be said in favor of this view. But
one need only read in a careful manner, both the letters of Pliny
and Trajan xor proof that Christians, in the final analysis, were
being persecuted for the name, and for what the name involved.
Why did they meet at all if not for what the name meant to them?
At the same time any edict which forbade a ’collegium’ would be
aimed directly at the meetings of the Christians. They came to-
gether because of the name, and the name made some kind of an or-
ganization necessary. Hence the suppressive power of a general
edict against secret societies could not help but be directed
against the Christian group. The name produced the organization,
and the State forbade any such organization.
Consequently it is fair to assume that Pliny’s difficulty
with the Christians in Bithynia had its inception and motivating
power in the fact that certain people there professed the name.
This is further proved by the fact that Pliny’s first question
to the accusedwas: ’’Are you a Christian?” He then continues in
his letter: "If they said ’yes’, I repeated the question twice,
adding threats of punishment; if they persisted, I ordered punish-
ment to be inflicted.” 1 * This procedure, however, caused Pliny to
doubt ’’..whether punishment should be administered for the mere
fact of the Christian profession, even though no crimes were charged,
or only for actual crimes associated with the Christian name.” 2 *
Hence, his letter to Trajan.
2. Trajan’s Reply to Pliny.
Trajan’s reply further proves that Christians were being
1. ^uackenbos. Ancient Literature. p.418.
2. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p. 205
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persecuted for the name, and not primarily because they maintained
a secret organization. His reply in part to Pliny is as follows:
"I entirely approve of your conduct with regard
to those Christians of whom you have received in-
formation. ne can never lay down a universal rule,
as if circumstances were always the same. They are
not to be searched for; but if they are reported and
convicted, they must be punished. But if any denies
his Christianity and proves his words by sacrificing
to our divinity, even if his former conduct may have
laid him under suspicion, he must be allowed the bene-
fit of his recantation. No weight whatever should be
attached to annonymous communications; they are no Ho--
man way of dealing, and are altogether reprehensible*
"
L *
Here then is the general principle laid down, a principle
which must have been in force prior to the time of Trajan. "If
anyone denies his Christianity and proves his words by sacrificing
to our divinity, •*. .he must be allowed the benefit of this recan-
p
tat ion." This is a test for the name; this reprec-ents the work
of the magistrates, and of the Imperial Cult. This also is the
argument of the Apocalypse, and to the study of this document we
now turn.
1. ^uackenbos. Ancient Literature. p.419
2. Ibid.
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VII. The Apocalypse of John.
a . Historical Background.
Thus far this whole study represents an effort to set
forth the Historical background of the book of Revelation. We
have seen in our study that the reign of Domitian (81-96 a.D. )
offers the most suitable date for such a book as the Apocalypse.
The situations which preceded and followed the reign of Domitian
are not favorable for the emergence of the hook. And in the light
of this date Prof. Case says: "It is very probable that the specific
situation which called forth the book of Revelation became acute
sometime between the years 90 and 96 a.D."^* This is also the
traditional attitude which is summed up in the statement of Irenae-
us in which he refers to the book of Revelation: "It was seen not
long ago, but almost in our own generation, at the end of the reign
p
of Domitian." * The internal evidence for the date of the Apoca-
lypse will be brought out in the following discussions relative
to the subject of this division of the thesis.
The purpose of the Apocalypse is a "..message designed
on the one hand to forewarn the church of its peril and arouse it
to a purified, vigorous life; on the other, to fortify its courage
and hope by revealing the ultimate destruction of the powers of
evil, and the perfect consummation of the Christian hope in the
establishment of the kingdom of God." * Hence the Christians must
4
resist the demands of the Beast; 'they must remain steadfast in their
loyalty to Christ; * and they must look forward to the future. b *
T7 Case. The Revelation of John. p. 52.
2.. Hayes. John and His Writ ings.p. 245.
3. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p. 209
4. Bee: Rev. 11: 7 ,13; 14:9-11; 15:2 ; 16 :2, 10,13; 17 :8-17; 19 : 11-21.
5. See: Rev. 7: 14 ; 13: 10; 14:4-5 ,9-12; 18:4-5;20 :4 ; 22 : 12-15.
6. See: Rev. 2 : 17 ,27; 3: 12 , 21; 19 : 7 ,21: 1-8; 22 : 1-7.
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The question of authorship is foreign to the study of
this thesis, although it may be said that "••the writer assumes
that his name needs no definition; he is addressing directly the
churches of the seven Asian cities where he is well known, where
he had eveidently labored for a considerable time, for he is famil-
iar with the exact circumstances, and the spiritual condition of
each of the congregations, he knows trie events of their past his-
tory."^"* At no place does he claim apostolic authority as is the
cust cm with Paul, although he does emphasize his office as being
that of a prophet: "I am a fellow-servant with thee and with thy
bretheren the prophets, and with them that keep the words of this
book.." (Rev.22:9). This emphasis upon his prophetic office links
him at least in spirit with the great prophets of the past: even
as they spoke in their own way to make the mind and will of God
known, in like spirit does he/"*
The Preterist method of interpretation is the one adhered
to in this study of the Apocalypse of John, rather than the Futurist
or Historical. * Prof. Beckwith points out, however, the necessity
of avoiding the two most common mistakes in the interpretation of
the Apocalypse, namely: "(1). the ignoring of a truly prophetic
character in the book which gives to it a spiritual outlook not
realized within the limits of the history of the Homan Empire; (2).
the effort to extend too widely the interpretation of ’symbolical 1
language by circumstances of the writer’s ear."^ # Because of this
lT Beckwith. Apocalypse of John. p.344.
2. See: Carpenter ,J.E. The Johannine Writ ings,p.39ff • for a very
excellent discussion of the prophetic consciousness in the author
of Revelation.
3. See: Beckwith, Apocalypse of John p.334ff. for an able classi-
fication of the various methods of interpretation.
4. Beckwith. Apocalypse of John. p.336.
#
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it would perhaps be more correct to call the Preterist or Con-
temporary Historical by the more precise terminology "Apocalyp-
tic-Prophetic.” 1 * Ihe prophetic quality of the Apocalypse is
t not over-shadowed by the apocalyptic element; indeed, both ele-
ments must be studied concurrently, for "..they not only reflect
the circumstances of their day, but their meaning and true use
can be apprehended only by approach in them from the standpoint
of their origin.""*
B. The Christian Argument Against Pome.
1. The Source of Pome’s Power.
In chapter 12 of Pevelat ion John clearly "..reveals
the cause of the persecutions which the faithful suffer in the
coming distresses; this is Satan’s fierce hostility to the Messi-
ah.” * Moreover, this hositility accounts for all the sorrow's which
in his vision sees a w;ondrous w/oman in heaven "..travailing in
birth, and in pain to be delivered; .. .and the dragon standeth be-
fore the woman that is about to be delivered, that when she is
delivered, he may devour her child.
” (Rev. 12: 1-4 ) . "The firey
red dragon" says Case, "is clearly a personification of Satan.
But as soon as the male child is born he is rescused by supernatur-
al powers and tranported to God’s presence, while "his mother, i.e.,
the church, is preserved from the attacks of the dragon." *
1. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p.336. 2. Ibid. p.336
3. Ibid. p. £75.
P 4. Case. The revelation of John. p. 305.
5. Charles, P.H. Revelation of St. John.Vol.l. p.229 • Prof. Charles
follows the argument that the "woman" is the symbol of the Church.
Beckwith e.g. argues that the woman is the "ideal people of God."
p.619 . For a summary of this question see: Beckwi th,p.6l6ff
.
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Following this scene John presents the war in heaven
between Michael and his angels agains the dragon and his agnels,
w ith the result that Satan is expelled fran the sphere of his
•
activities. (Rev. 12: 7-17 ) • But Satan’s expulsion presages trou-
ble for those on the earth, for it is here that he comes "..having
great wrath knowing that he hath but a short time." (Rev, 12:12).
And when Satan finds that he cannot harm the mother of the child
who was born, he turns "..to make war with the rest of her seed,
that keep the commandments of Goa, and hold the testimony of
Jesus." (Rev, Is: 17). Thus the ^pocalyptist is "..wholly occupied
with Satan’s deadly hostility toward the Messiah, ana his baffled
designs. It is that hostility v;hich explains all the awful dis-
tresses, present and future, inflicted upon Christ’s followers by
Satan’s agent, the powers of the world; which the defeat of Satan
pictured in each of the three scenes forcasts his complete over-
throw in the end."'L * Consequently, ^atan is the source of Rome’s
power as the following discussion will show.
2. Rome the Imperial Beast. ( Rev. 12 : 18-13:10; 17:1-18).
* /
John formally introduces Rome by saying: "I stood £(rTa6?Qr
rather than k<rTaeq he stood)? 'upon the sands of the sea, and I saw
a beast coming up out of the sea, having ten horns and seven heads,
and on his horns ten diadems, and upon his heads names of blas-
phemy.” (Rev. 13:1). This beast is further identified as Rome
when John says: "..and the dragon gave him his power, and his
throne, and great authority." (Rev. 13: 2b). Thus Rome becomes the
T7 Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p. 621
2. Ibid. p.633. It appears to me that Beckwith is correct in
departing from the rendering of the American Revised Version of
the text at this point. John is seeing the vision, not the beast.
V’
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agent or Bat an, and subsequently an object of worship even as
Satan himself is worshipped. (Rev. 13:8). Therefore any worship
extended to the beast is equivalent to the worship of Satan.
As a result of the beast’s demoniac inspiration he is
able to speak blasphemies
(
^X ol crfto^.ia s ) : he goes to war with the
saints of God; he has power over all kindreds, tongues and nations;
and all whose names are not written in the Book of Life are char-
ged to worship him. (Rev. 13:4-8)
.
In chapter 17 of Revelation John ". .takes great pains
to make the identification of Rome certain." 1, Here Rome is pre-
sented as "..the great Harlot that sitteth upon many waters.”
(Rev. 17:1). She has committed fornication wi th the kings of the
earth; and she is seated upon a ’’..scarlet-colored beast, full
of the names of blasphemy, having seven heads ana ten horns.’’ (Rev.
17:2-3). For further identification John sees a name written
upon her forehead: ’'MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MO TIER OF THE
HARLOTS, AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.” (Rev.l7:5). More-
over, John sees the woman as drunken with the blook of the saints,
and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus; and in his vision he
views her with great wonder. (Rev. 17:6).
The angel who informs John of all this shows him that
the "seven heads" of the beast are in reality "seven mountains" on
which the woman sits. (Rev.l7:9). Likewise, there "..are seven
kings; the five are fallen, the one is, the other is not yet ccme;
and when he cometh he must continue a little while." (Rev. 17: 10).
The ten horns which John saw on the beast "..are ten kings, who
have received no kingdom as yet; but they receive authority as
1. Case. The Revelation of John.p.340
i*
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kings with the beast, .or one hour.” (Rev. 17: IE).
There can be no doubt that John in both these sections
is referring to Imperial Rome. me have seen in our study that
^ the majority of the Roman emperors from the time of Julius Caesar
•
- were hailed as divine, ana that those who were not elevated by
senatorial action to the rank of divinity, claimed that divinity
for themselves. Caligula sought to impress his worship upon the
Jews; Nero allowed the Parthian prince firidates to address him:
"0 Lord, I am thy slave* and Domitian claimed the title of
p
"Dominus et Jeus Noster.” * Other titles accorded Roman emperors
are a s follow s : " •
. f±£
y)<TTQ5 OzQVfQzio T~aTos
,
sacr at is s imus
,
or
’God’, God manifest, (TOJTtlp
,
’God the deliverer’, Invincible God’,
, ,
o .
etc . ”
Such titles as these caused John to see Imperial Rome
as laden with the names of blasphemy. It is this attitude and
claim of the Imperial beast, inspired by the po?/er of Satan, which
results in the persecution of the saints (Rev.l3:7); this is why
Rome is drunken with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus, because
they will not tolerate the claims of the Roman emperors, nor will
they submit to the worship of them. The power of Rome then, both
from the standpoint of the state authority, and from the standpoint
I
of her emperors, is considered by John as the beast. (Rev. 13: 10;
17:10-11).
All efforts, however, to identify the various emperors of
Rome with the kings mentioned in 17:10-11, have met with utter fail-
ure. ’’Scholars are divided on the questions” says Beckwith, ”as to
1. Case. The Evolution of Early Christ ianity.p. 217.
2. Angus. The Environment of Early Christianity. p. 87.
3. Ibid. p. 88.
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whet her Julius Caesar or Augustus should be regarded as the first
emperor, and whether we should count or omit the three emperors,
Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, who in the anarchy of 68-69 A.D. held
the throne one after another, but were not universally recognized."^*
The importance, however, of identifying the ’seven heads’ (Rev. 17:10)
is said to involve the question of the date of the Apocalypse; and
also, according to the numerical position granted each emperor, are
p
we said to arrive at an approximate date.
This brings us face to face with a study of the Nero Re-
divivus myth, alluded to by John in the "wounded head" of the beast.
(Rev. 13: 3). "As early as the year 69 A.D." says Case, "it was com-
monly rumored that he (Nero) was still alive, and in hiding in the
3 .
East, w/hence he would return to resume control of the empire."
Hence "the identification of the restored head, i.e., of the beast
that was, and Is not, and shall come, with Nero revived from the
dead is put beyond question if, as seems most probable, the number
A
of the beast 666, is meant to denote the name Nero." - * It is of
course recognized that the numerical equivalent of the name "Neron
Caesar’
1
-is ©66. 0 *
We have seen, hov/ever, that the Apocalypse of John does not
admit of Neronic date, cut does of a Domitianic date. Are we then
}
to identify Domitian with Nero Redivivus? Much has been written
concerning the possible relationship, * but both Charles and Beck-
with, after viewing the arguments advanced, conclude that "Domitian
7
cannot be identified with Nero Redivivus." Nor is it possible
1. Beckv/ith. The Apocalypse of John. p. 704. Ibid. For an able dis-
cussion of this problem see; Beckwith. p.704ff.
3. Case. Revelation of John. p. 313; see also Beckwithp. 400f.
4. Beckv/ith. p.403. 5. Ibid.p.404 . 6. See: Beckwith for a review
of the interpretations set forth for this relationship.
7. Charles. Revelation of John.Vol.l.p.XCVI.
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accord ing to Beckwith to relate Domitian to the beast " ..which
is not present at the time of thie apocalyptist 's writing; but he
(the beast) is to come from the abyss, and with the vassal kings
to destroy the Roman power (Rev. 17: 16); he is also to lead out
the armies of the earth against the Messiah, (19:14,19)." * In the
face of this it becomes obvious that John does not have an actual
Roman emperor in mind, apart from any other endowment of power, when
he refers to the beast which is yet to come. (Rev. 17: 10). "It is
not an actual Roman emperor, but a supernatural monster from the
abyss that is to paly the part of Nero Redivivus, and that in the
immediate future; there is now a fusion of the Nero myth with those
of the antichrist and Beliar."'"* This divorces Domitian from any
identification whatsoever with the Nero myth. But Nero is defi-
nitely associated with the beast, at least in a supernatural manner;
and when he comes his action vail reveal the same ruthless terror
which characterized the reign of Nero. Nero is Nero plus.... plus
Be liar.
Thus far in our discussion of Rome and her emperors as
the Imperial beast we have found no p-Lace for Domitian. This ques-
tion cannot be answered in the light of the number of kings,", .five
of which are fallen, the one that is, and the one which is yet to
come#" (Rev.l7:10). The reason for this is, that John clearly
shows that he is writing during the reign of the sixth king, (17:
10). Charles identifies this passage (Rev. 17: 10-11) "..as a sur-
3 •
f vival from sources belonging to the time of Vespasian and Titus."
Thus we have no identification for Domitian here. Beckwith sets
1. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John.p#706.
2. Charles. The Revelation of John.p.XCVI,Vol.l.
3. Ibid.p.XCVI.
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forth a much more logical argument when he says: ’’..this sixth
king, whether Vespasian, Domitian, or another, must be deter-
mined solely by the evidence which the book gives elsewhere of its
date.” 1.
But evidence elsewhere is not forth coming. The only
possible clue is in the references made to the persecution of
those who refuse to worship the emperor. A condition such as
this was far more likely under Domitian than it was under the
emperors who both preceded and followed him. It we desire to
retain the use of numbers as set forth by John, we may follow Prof.
Case’s suggestion when he says: "Under the inspiration of an
apocalyptic vision, and remote from circles of critical historical
investigation, it was perfectly easy for John to assume that Domi-
2 •tian vms the sixth emperor."
In the light of this, it would be fair to infer that John
is far more concerned with the power behind Home, than he could
possible be with the exact number of ^oman emperors. Far him the
Imperial beast of Rome was but a shadow of a more sinister and
wr&thful power; yet "The beast is already present in the persons
of the onperors, but his supreme manifestation will come with the
appearing of «“>nt ichr is t. • • .Nero reincarnated*" * V«e may not be able
to identify the exact numbers of the various emperors, nor may we
be able to decide thereby the probable date of the Apocalypse, but
we may be sure that the situation which John faced, was one which
represented a combined attack of both the Homan authorities and
the forces of Satan. Domitian 1 s reign is the ideal situation for
this scene.
lT u'ec'kwith. Apocalypse of John. p. 708. 2* Case.Hev.of John.p.344f.
3. Beckwith. Apocalypse of John. p.408.
* *
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3. The Priest of the Imperial Cult, ( Rev, 13: 11-18 )
.
It is in the second beast (Rev, 13: 11) that we
find the agency through which the first beast executes his
poY/er. Apparently this second beast or the "false prophet" as
he is called elsewhere (Rev.l6:l3;19:20;20:10) has not yet risen
to his full power, for John sees him " coming up" out of the earth.
(Rev. 13: 11). He has yet to put in his full appearance.
The second beast exists only because of the relation-
ship which he sustains to the first beast. "He is merely the ser-
vant of the first beast, from whom he derives all his powers, and
his office is the institution and enforcement of the worship of
his master."
1.
Moreover, he is lamb-like in appearance, but vicious
in his utterances. (Rev. 13:11).
This second beast cannot be considered as the "..body
of heathen priests and prophets as a whole; .... the distinct char-
acter and work which are assigned to him, and his corresponding
designation as the false prophet, mark his office as precisely
parallel to that of the priesthood, or special Raman function-
aries charged with the maintenance and extension of the Rmperor
Worship throughout the empire." The whole body of heathen
priests existed before the first beast came into being; the sec-
ond beast is subsequent to the former.
The function of the second beast is stated very clear-
ly in Rev. 13:12. His chief work is that of deception, by which he
seeks to effect universal acceptance of the Imperial Cult. "He is
1. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p.409.
2. Ibid. p. 409
4-
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the chief priest of the cult” says Case, "and a zealous propagan-
dist who employs numerous devices for inducing all the inhabitants
of the Mediterranean world to v/orsh ip the satanic emperor." 1. Spec-
tacular feats are accomplished in order to fool a credulous pop-
ulace: fire is called down from heaven to earth in the sight of
men (Rev. 13:13); life and breath are given to the image of the
beast so that it can speak and issue the death sentence for those
who refuse to worship. (Rev. 13: 15). John does not seem to doubt
the reality of these supposed miracles, the performance of which
required the services of ventriloquists, and specially prearranged
deviced for the execution of such acts. The pagan populace in
all probability accepted such acts as authoritative of the priest’s
power; but Christians considered the wonders as "..marvelous works
of Satan and not deeds of God."
2,
At one instance only does the
second beast or the false prophet tend to depart from enforcing
the worship of the emperor, this is "..when an unclean spirit
Y/orking marvels goes forth from his mouth to move men to join in
3
.
the battle of the great day of God, Rev. 16:133T."
The second beast also compels men to receive a mark
( /apayyua ,) either on their right hands or on their foreheads.
(Rev. 13: 16). This, as Case suggests, "..would dominate all econom-
ic activities.""'* "This mark indicates loyal devotion to the
beast; it is set where it could not easily be hid, and it is made
requisite for the essentials of social and industrial life, buying
5
and selling." *
1. Case. The Revelation of John. p. 318. 2. Ibid. p. 318
3. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p. 409.
4. Case. The neve la t ion of John. p. 318.
5. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John.p.641.
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Prof. Ramsay says of the procedure followed by the priests
of the Imperial Cult when a Christian was put on trial: "The
accused ?/ere required to prove their loyalty by performing an
act of religious worship of the soatue of the emperor, which#*..
I
was brought into court in readiness for the test: if they performed
the ritual, they were acquitted and dismissed: if they refused to
perform it, they were condemned to death. No other proof was
sought; no investigation was made; no accusation of any specific
crime or misdeed was made, as had been the case in the persecution
of Nero, which is described by Tacitus. That short and simple pro-
cedure was legal, proscribed by Imperial instructions, and complete."
Thus we see in the second beast the full outlines of the
Imperial Cult. To John this agency was both a beast and a false
prophet, false because in the name of religion it sought to propa-
gate the blasphemies of the first beast. Consequently John sees
the issue as one of conflict between the forces of righteousness
under the leauership of Christ, and the forces of evil under the
deceptive leadership of Satan. The war is imminent; indeed it
has already broken, for sntipas has died for the name, and many more
may be called upon to follow in his steps. (Rev. 2:13). The Im-
perial Cult must be withstood; and to him that overcomes will be
|
given the crown of life. (Rev. 3: 12).
4. The Judgment and Doom of Rome.
* Because of Rome's alliance with the powers of evil, John
sees the inevitable wrath of God meted out upon her. An angel
who descends from heaven sings a dirge of death over Rome: "Fallen,
1. Ramsay. Letters to the Seven churches. p.98f.
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falxen is Babylon the great, and. is become a habitation of
demons, and a hold of every unclean spirit, and a hold of every
unclean and hateful bird." (Rev. 18:2). Horned destruction is
% sure because "..in her was found the blood of prophets and of
}
saints, and of all that have been slain upon the earth." (Rev. 18:
24). ^.nd not only does Christ smite the power of Rome by
means of the sword which proceeds out of his mouth (Rev. 19: 15),
but also the ten kings contribute to the desolation of Rome.
(Rev. 17:16-17) . Those who worship the beast or his image, or
recieve his mark, "..shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God,
which is prepared unmixed in the cup of his anger; and he shall
be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy
angels, and in the presence of the Lamb." (Rev. 14: 10).
The final battle between Christ and the forces of evil
is preceded by great war with the beast and the kings of the earth
and their armies. (Rev.l9:19). It is strange that despite the
destruction which has fallen upon Rome, the beast and his agents
are yet able to muster an army against the conquering king. There
is no clash of arms, no sound of battle, nor is there any indication
as to where the battle is staged. The Messiah slays all by means
of the sharp sword which proceeds out of his mouth, a figure which
I
John uses throughout his revelation. (Rev. 1:14; 2: 18, 27; 19: 15, 21)
•
.till are slain but the beast and the false prophet; they "..are to
. be saved alive in order that they may be consigned to a more terri-
ble fate than death itself." 1, "And the beast was taken, and with
1. Case. The Revelation of John. p.363.
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him the false prophet that wrought the sighs in his sight,
wherewith he deceived them that had received the mark of the
least and them that worshipped his image: they two were cast
alive into the lake of fire that burneth with brimstone."
^ (Rev. 19:20).
The fate of Satan is somewhat different when contrasted
with that of the beast and the false prophet. Satan is cast into
the abyss where he is chained for a thousand years. (Rev. 20: 193)
.
But when this period of time is passed Satan is released for his
final struggle against Christ. Satan, therefore, goes forth again
to deceive the nations of the earth; he gathers them so that their
numbers are like the sand of the sea. (Rev. 20 : 7-8) . But "Fire
came down from heaven ana devoured them." (Rev.20:9). This, how-
ever, is not enough to kill Satan: instead he is "..cast into the
lake of fire and brimstone where are also the beast and the false
prophet; and they snail be tormented day and night forever and
ever." (Rev. 20:10).
This is the judgment and doom of Rome. Rome and her
emperors who represent the beast and the imtichrist, and the sec-
ond beast, or the Imperial Cult, are to spend eternity with Satan,
who is also called the Serpent and the Jragon. The symbolical
prophecy of the angel who cast a great millstone into the sea has
\ come true: the powers of evil are fallen. (Rev. 18:20).
5. The Triumph of Christianity.
% Over against the fall of Rome is set the triumph and
blessedness of those who remained faithful to God and to Christ.
The victory is inevitable because of the omnipotence of Christ.
r•>
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Ke has taken precedence ever Caesar and over Satan. Because of
this he is worthy of worship and praise, for he is the "King of
Kings and Lord of Lords" and not Caesar. (Rev. 19:16). Then the
new song which the triumphant group of saints sang on Mt. Lion
before the throne (Rev. 14:1-5) becomes the song of the New Jeru-
salem. (Rev. 21:1-8). Eternity has begun!
Hence John is dealing not only with the end of the Roman
Empire, but with the end of all unrighteousness as well. He must
do this if ohrist is to be given the full honor and glory due him.
The subjugation of the Roman Empire is not enough: he must be the
nuler over the whole world for all time and eternity. Md even
though John does stress the manner in which he thinks this triumph
will come to pass, he nevertheless knows that it is not a present
reality. Consequently, for the full encouragement of his brethern
he writes to tell them of the coming victory: these are those
"..things which must shortly come to pass." (Rev. 1:1). The Messi-
ah who is about to come will not tarry. His promise to the church
at Philadelphia (Rev. 3:11) becomes the final promise of the whole
message: "lea: I come quickly", to which the church replies: "Amen
come, Lord Jesus." (Rev. 22: 20 )
.
1. In the next division (VIII) of this thesis the triumph of
Christianity, as seen by John, will be discussed in relation to
its modern application. This will bring out the elements of
permanence in the Apocalypse, and show its relation to the hopes
which we embrace for the ultimate triumph of Christ.

VIII. Summary of the Thesis.
a. Significant Aspects of the Investigation.
The effort has been ma.de throughout this study to
show that the social, moral, political, ana religious forces which
came to a focus within the Roman Empire curing the first century
A.D.
,
were forces which, in a certain sense, seemed destined by
historical circumstance to be hostile to the program of Christi-
anity. The ancient Roman religion with its emphasis upon the
' dimon’ or genius’ of a person, helped prepare the general con-
viction that a man may be of divine origin and authority. The
flood of Mystery religions which came to Rome from the regions
of her conquests, during the two centuries prior to the emergence
of the empire, tended to convince the average practical noman, that
human divinity was highly probable. The personalized religion of
the Greeks likewise became the heritage of Rome, as Rome gr ew in
power certain men of high talent stood out as being endowed with
super-human qualities. The East with its long standing tendency
to worship anyone who represented might, e.g., Alexander the Great,
was not slow to recognize such men as Rompey, Caesar, and Augustus,
By the tine of Augustus the noman Empire took in the whole Mediter-
ranen world, ^nd within that world there was represented many
nationalities, each one having its own religion, and its own ideas
of government. How then could this vast empire be held together
by a single and yet strong emotional bond? The old noman religion
could not suffice, nor could the Mystery religions which had come
to Home, many of which were yet on the way when the age of the Em-
pire dawned. Nor would the religion of the Greeks with its
«.
* ’ °
multiplicity of gods serve as a means for the integration of
the empire. What step then, which would embrace both a political
and a religious principle, could be taken as a means toward this
end?
We have seen that it was Augustus who faced this problem.
And he was clever enough to recognize in the ancient Oriental
custom of paying divine honors to rulers of peoples, the exact
policy which could bind the empire together in a bond of unity*
This custom, as Augustus realized, combined both the political and
religious principle, the latter serving as an emotional means to-
ward the realization of the former. Hence Augustus adopted this
custom as a principle of empire. He elevated the dead Julius to
the rank of the divine; and he permitted the people of the provinces
to erect temples to the worship of both Caesar and himself. Thus
the empire launched forth upon the first century A.D. fortified
with a religious organization whose chief aim was to promote loy-
alty and fidelity to the Roman State. Moreover, as has been pointed
out, this action of Augustus set a precedent which the Senate and
the subsequent emperors felt oblidged to follows
This new religion revamped the former tolerant attitude
of Rome toward foreign relit ions. As the century progressed the
organization of the Imperial Cult grew into vast rarnifi cat ions.
Beginning as a religious principle it turned into a social failure.
Its inadequacy as a truly religious force was recognized, but its
necessity as an integrating power, and as a test of man's loyalty
to the state, became indispensable. Fear kept the cult alive; and
in the hands of unscrupulos emperors became a means of Imperial
»*
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oppression. It has been shown throughout this study that
Christians would rather die than conform to the religious
demands of an organization recognized for its hollow sham and
^ hypocrisy.
Another significant aspect of this study arises from the
fact that even though the Jews by Imperial edict were .free from
the worship of Homan emperors, they nevertheless suffered because
they did not extend the political loyalty which Emperor Worship
through religious channels sought to accomplish. Again, Jewish
nationalism which was born of religious feeling, flaunted the idea
of Home’s supremacy. The destruction of Jerusalem in 70 and 135
a. d.
,
even though the result of Jewish national and apocalyptic
hopes, gave evidence that Home’s chief end was to promote unity
in spite of the religious toleration granted the Jews. Or in
other words this study goes to prove that the Jews could worship
as they pleased, so long as they did not conflict with the principles
of the Roman State. When they did, Home was just as intolerant
with them as she was with the late first century Christians. Again
the religious background of the Jews with the emphasis upon mono-
theism, their resentment to graven images, their theocratic ambitions,
their stress upon individual responsibility, and their hopes for
)
a coming kingdom, were, on every point, in direct opposition to the
principle involved in Homan amperor Worship. Home’s chief end
. was political not religious, and for this reason, directly or indi-
rectly, Judaism suffered at her hands. Explicitly, Judaism was feee
from Emperor Worship; implicitly, sue was bound even as were the
Christians. Jewish apocalyptic literature of the first century A.D.

shows the general hatred of the truly religious Jew for Rome.
In the study of Christianity and its relation to the
Roman State, the effort has been made to show that the Christians,
in every instance, suffered because they bore the "Name”. With
their religious background, their belief that Jesus was the Messi-
ah, and their devotion to him as the only person worthy of worship,
we have seen a distinctly religious attitude set up over the
religio-polit ical demands of Rome. In the face of this, politic ally
minded Rome could not understand the possibility of a double loyal-
ty,...hence the suppression of Christianity, And even though Rom-
an authorities did not understand the full claims of the Christians,
as Christians did for themselves, they nevertheless recognized
that Christian hopes were at an opposite pole to the program of
the empire. Hence it becomes increasingly important, if we would
understand the persecution of the Christians by the Roman State,
that the persecution of the church be viewed primarily from the
standpoint of the Christians themselves. Moreover, Rome in due time,
came to recognize, perhaps through the ’Delatores’, hostile Jews,
superstitious pagans, the activity of the Imperial Cult, or the out-
spokenness of Christians, the difference between Christianity and
Judaism. And even though Rome’s ambitions were confined to the
empire, the Christian could not end his interests there, for he was
concerned with the supremacy of Christ, and the universal realiza-
tion of his kingdom. This is the message of the Apocalypse of
Joh.9., that Christ must be given the preeminence, and that his king-
dom must take precedence over the mundane and corrupt empire of
Rome. Against all that nome has to offer the Christian sets up
0
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the transcendent character and inviolable program of God* Yet
home, inspired by Satan himself, seeks to thwart the purposes of
God* The conflict then resolves itself into a warfare between
the principles of the kingdom of God and the kingdom of Evil*
Such an outlook could be satisfied only with the consummation
of all things, and with the attending certainty of God’s ultimate
victory. It has also been shown that the immediate question
for the Christians of John’s day was i shall Jesus or Caesar have
the preeminence? The Christians, with their minds embellished
with eschatalogical hopes, saw the claims of Caesar as equivalent
to the claims of Satan, for it was from Satan that Caesar received
his power. Jesus then, must have the place of preeminence; and
for this stand, plus the charges of atheism and immorality placed
against them, the Christians were made to suffer for the "Name".
Finally, even though there was no special legislation against the
profession of Christianity, the Christians, because their religion
was younger than Emperor Worship itself, came under the ban of a
’religio Illicita’; and even though Home did not persecute Christi-
anity as Christianity, Home did because of her inclusive religious
and political program, aim directly at the suppression of Christi-
anity:...*of this the Christians were very sure. Emperor Worship
thus brought to a focus the conflict between the religious consci-
ence and the demands of an autocratic state, between the individual
and the state, between the church and the state, and between God and
the state. For John, God must be the ultimate Victor: Christ the
everlasting Way. John is sure of the Victory because he is sure
of the Victor. He penciled his message of faith and hope upon the
canvass of eternity.
S.
'
B. The Message of the hook of Revelation for this Day.
The book of Revelation will ever be a tract for all
time and eternity. Its message is not obsolete, nor, indeed, is
it obsolescent. Its terms of expression are highly Imaginative,
colorful, and picturesque, but its principles are eternal and
unchanging. How then, may we apply this religious literary pro-
duction of the first century a.D. to our modern 20th century
problems?
First the book of Revelation has a message for the
religiously minded group of people who are concerned about the
personal obligation they owe to the state under which they live.
Much of recent philosophy, of which Hegel is a good example, argues
that r,The state is the divine idea as it exists on earth. All
the worth which the human being possesses, all the spiritual reality
which he possesses, he possesses only through the state It is
the ultimate end which has the highest right against the individ-
ual." 1 * The World War 1914-1918, demonstrated the tendency of
p
such a philosophy "..to deify either the nation or the state." *
In contrast to such a philosophy we see the Christian believer
who gives God the place of supreme: authority, and through such
action, opposes in a conscientious manner the demands of the state.
jx most notable example of such an objection is found in the "..case
of the United States vs. Macintosh, a professor of Theology in
Yale divinity school, and the United States vs. Bland, an Hpisco-
.palian communicant*" * "Five of the justices of the supreme court
1* Inge, R. I. Outspoken iissays.p.129. 2. Ibid. p. 131.
3. Howland, C.P. "Christian Centuryg.p.84a.
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took the view that the naturalization oath requires applicants
for citizenship to swear without reservation that they will take
up arms in any war declared by congress, do combatant service with-
out privilege of non-combatant service, if required to no so by
congress, notwithstanding the doctrines of church or creed or con-
scientious scruples against a particular aggressive or unjustified
1 .
war as a form of murder.” The minority viev; composed of "Chief
Justice Hughes, with whom Justice Holmes, Brandeis and Stone con-
curred., could not agree that congress had exacted such a promise
as that which Justice Sutherland found in the prescribed form
of oath, and thought the question to be ’ distinct from that of
p
legislative policy in exacting military service’.” * All this
resulted from the fact that ”i)r. Macintosh’s religious beliefs
would not permit him to promise in advance to bear arms in any
war congress might declare if he believed it morally unjustified.
Miss Bland v/ould not promise to bear arms at all, not relying upon
the absurdity that a woman should be expected to, but because she
3 •believes all war to he against the ethics of Christ.”
The outcome of this case was the refusal of citizenship
to Professor Macintosh and Miss Bland. Chief Justice Hughes, how-
ever, in his report of the dissenting justices, argues that "In the
forum of conscience duty to a moral power higher tnan the state
has always been ma intained.
”
4
* But he also shows that "There is
abundant room for enforcing the requisite authority of lav; as it
is enacted and requires obedience, and for maintaining the concep-
tion of the supremacy of the lav; as essential to orderly govern-
1. Howland, C.P. "Christian Century". p. 84a. 2. Ibid. p. 85a.
3. Ibid.p.84a. 4. Ib id. p. 85a.
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ment, without demanding that either citizens or applicants for
citizenship shall assume by oath an obligation to regard allegi-
ance to God as subordinate to allegiance to civil power."*'"’
This decision appears to me to represent a plea both
for the acceptance of the discipline of the state in matters of
conscience, while at the same time it grants one the right to
stand apart from a sense of primary obligation to the state,
in the light of the individual’s religious loyalties. There is
room for wide discussion here as to which of the two loyalties
should be adhered to. It is at this point that the booh of rev-
elation justifies, and rightly so, the claims of conscience. The
freest state is the product of freedom of conscience among its
citizenry. The beast of Revelation sought to govern the consci-
ences of men,.. and the beast fell! When Jesus said that he came
to make life more abundant, and that those who followed in his way
might have it, he asserted the right of freedom of conscience.
This is particularly true when a state becomes the final determiner
of the ideals for which a man should give his life. The Christian
program calls for unqualified freedom of conscience in the sight
of G-od and the sight of men. The battle is not yet won, in which
the nations of the world will recognize that freedom of conscience
must lead to the freest state.
The book of Revelation has a message today for the po-
litical and religious program of the Fascist government in Italy.
The following public announcement was seen by the writer of this
thesis, on a bill-board outside the Fascist headquarters in Naples,
Italy, July 15, 1930. Here is the free translation given by an
1. Howland, C.P. "Christian Century"
.
p.85a
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cour ier
:
"His excellence Benito Mussolini:
"The War Veterans and all those who fought for
Italy 1 s redemption, bear witness to the whole
world that only the Great Artificer could di-
. rect this nation’s course, and give Italy peace,
glory, and wealth. All Italy is represented in
Mussolini, and Mussolini is representative of
this people regenerated under his iron will.
Long live Fascism! Long live the Temple created
by the iJuce for the worship of Victory! The Luce
who is the Guardian Angel of this Temple of Vic-
tory, will bring Italy to the place of glory he
sees waiting for her."
"War disabled."
The chief claim here is for power and glory. Moreover,
the figure of the "Duce” as the "Guardian .angel" of the Temple of
Victory, reminds one of the ancient Homan belief in the ’daimon’
or genius’ of her emperors. At the same time, the recent alter-
cation between Premier Mussolini and Pope Pius XI, tends to prove
that religious liberty is far from being a settled question in
Italy. The book of Revelation has no special or direct message
for the Italian Premier, but its principles warn that God and not
the state must have the preeminence.
Again the book of Revelation has a message for times of
national crises. Germany is the notable example today; and the
Barth ian Bchool there, through its "Crisis Theology” represents a
truly apocalyptic tendency for a solution of the problems there .
It argues for a renewed faith big enough to expect great things
from God. "One is taken" says Barth, "with the vision of an immor-
v
tality or even of a future life here on earth in which the righteous
will of God breaks forth, prevails, and is done as it is done in
heaven." 1. Thus, with John,, Barth emphasizes the necessity for this
1. Barth, K. The Word of God and the Word of Man. p. 26.
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faith, because the righteousness of both "Che state and the law has
failed. He says in this regard: "The righteousness of the state and
of the law. A wonderful tower l A most necessary and useful sub-
stitute to protect us in some measure from certain unpleasant
results of our unrighteous will l Very suitable for the quieting
of conscience l But what does the state really do for us? It can
order and organize the self-seeking and capricious vagaries of
the human will A vast amount of respectable work goes into
all of this; for the building of this one tower of the state, mill-
ions of valuable lives are offered and consumed—to what end? The
righteousness of the state, for all its variety of form, fails to
touch the inner character of the world-will at any point. ...The
war again provides the striking illustration: were it really poss-
ible for the state to make men out of wild animals, would the state
find it necessary by a thousand arts to make wild animals out of
men? The devil may laugh at this tower of Babel also."^* hith
such sharp incisive words Barth is calling upon the Christian
world to discover anew the meaning of faith. Thus John
sent out his call to the Christians for all time. Be strong in
the faith I Trust the Victor for the victory! This is John’s
message; and this is likewise the chief corner-stone of the
"Theology of Crisis".
Finally the book of Revelation has a message for that
great portion of the human race which is down- trodden by the
beasts of social injustice, the beasts of economic immorality,
1. Barth, K. The Vvord of God and the Viord of Man.p.lQf

the beasts of industrial oppression, and the beasts of capitalistic
cajolery# In the midst of all these tragic conditions, the Revela-
tion of John issues a clarion call for active faith in the good-
ness and righteousness of God. ^ach age has its crisis: each age
is called upon to choose between the forces of righteousness and
the forces of evil. John may have thought that the beasts would
soon be cast into the great abyss, but in this he was mistaken, for
they yet roam the earth sowing the seeds of sorrow and destruction.
But over against this power, there is another spirit abroad in the
world, even that of the oon of God; and the ancient prayer which
whispered its hope for the personal return of the Master, may well
in these latter days, be raised in behalf of a personal inward con-
viction that he is indeed, here.
Professor Beckwith gives a very able summary of the
permanent teachings of the book of Revelation, and with this quo-
tation, this study will come to a close.
"This eternal God is through all the movements of
history, through all the course of the world's empires,
tnrough all the ascenaency of iniquitous powers, surely
working out his purpose to establish his reign or wrigh-
eousness, peace, and blessedness; the warfare waged by the
people of God against evil strongly entrenched in power
must at times become bitter in the extreme, demanaing
steadfastness and readiness to sacrifice all, even life
itself, but Bod's care for his own is unfailing, they are
sealed for a final deliverance in a new and divine order;
the church is in the safe-keeping of its divine Head who
is ever present with it; punishment, warning, and a call to
repentance come to the enemies of righteousness in the
present course of the world, but in the end all opposing
forces of evil will be overthrown, and the faithful, re-
deemed, will be admitted to the perfect life of union 1.
with God and their Lord."
1. Beckwith. The Apocalypse of John. p. 306
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